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ABSTRACT 

YouTube viewers watch over a billion hours of videos monthly and have multiple 

choices on professional development resources. User-generated content (UGC) on YouTube is 

created by individuals instead of brands and uses different typologies of video production styles. 

This study examined 80 YouTube microlearning videos that provided insight into how 

consumers viewed the UGC using the thumbs up/down ratings and comments. This quantitative 

content analysis study aimed to examine the consumers’ ratings and comments using Morain & 

Swarts (2012) instructional design quality framework and the ARCS Model (Keller, 1987) to 

determine any relationships among these variables. This study found that higher scores in the 

IDQ framework and the ARCS Model showed a relationship with the thumbs up/down icon and 

consumers’ comments. The highest production and consumption ratings were in Relevance and 

Satisfaction in the ARCS Model and the affective design in the IDQ framework. Consumers 

indicated that the talking head video typology allowed them to see the presenter in the UGC to 

display their confidence, self-efficacy, and engage with the audience as a subject matter expert. 

Additionally, combining a talking head with a demonstration or text overlay resonated well. Data 

were collected using a codebook related to Morain & Swarts instructional design quality 

framework. The findings provided insights for technical communication instructors or anyone 

interested in creating relevant video content to meet the consumers’ expectations for a 

microlearning video of four minutes or less. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Unemployment in the United States peaked at 14.7% in April 2020 (Statista, 2021). 

During this period, 23 million workers lost their jobs in response to the beginning of the global 

coronavirus pandemic, COVID-19 (Amadeo, 2020). From February to May 2020, the first three 

months of COVID-19, unemployment was higher than two years of the Great Recession that 

started in late 2007 and lasted until the beginning of 2010 (Kochhar, 2020). Media streaming and 

viewing increased as Americans stuck at home as non-essential businesses, movie theaters, and 

restaurants were closed (Adgate, 2020). One of the media platforms, YouTube, saw a 210% 

increase in “how-to” videos during the pandemic (Marcos, 2020). One of the industry leader in 

screen recording and capturing, Techsmith surveyed 924 people in 2018. The findings saw 53% 

watching two or more instructional videos per week, increasing 152% from 2013 (Knott, 2020). 

Fifty-two percent of people preferred the video length to be three to six minutes in length (Knott, 

2020). Microlearning video can be defined as a microcontent of small chunks of information, 

focusing on a single definable idea or topic in informal learning (Hug, 2005). Microlearning 

videos may be shorter; however, the content may not have an instructional goal or purpose. In a 

2018 Techsmith survey consisting of 552 people, 42% said they stopped watching the video 

through its entirety because they were not getting the correct information they needed, or it did 

not cover the right topic. Twenty-five percent said the video was boring, but because the subject 

is boring does not mean the instructional design should be too (Knott, 2020). The video, audio, 

or text’s production quality could be poor and impact the viewers’ ability to tolerate the video as 

watchable (Morain & Swarts, 2012). This content analysis study examined the professional 

development (PD) microlearning videos using the instructional design quality (IDQ) in video 

production and compared the consumer response using Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and 
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Satisfaction (ARCS) from the ARCS Model and the physical design, cognitive design, and 

affective design from the IDQ framework to determine any relationships among these variables. 

 

Statement of the Problem 

 The global coronavirus pandemic, COVID-19, has state, local, and international 

governmental authorities implementing a “shelter in place” requiring residents to stay in their 

homes to prevent the deadly virus from spreading (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 

2020). In Spring 2020, unemployment for both full-and-part-time workers started to spike in the 

United States since the pandemic resulted in limiting contact among individuals (Falk, Carter, 

Nicchitta, Nyhof, & Romero, 2020). The mandated stay-at-home orders increased multimedia 

usage. In a Google survey (2020), 12,000 people globally were asked what they watched in the 

last 24 hours. Three of the top five responses were to learn something new, dig deeper into my 

interests, and relate to my passions. YouTube ranked as the number one choice to watch videos 

(Google, 2020). New video research shows that 85% of viewers watch YouTube because the 

content is fresh, new, or unique, with 33% watching videos to teach themselves new skills 

(Hensler & Gardner, 2020). 3,500 U.S. adults viewed their habits from the fourth quarter of 2019 

to the second quarter of 2020 in a 2020 Google survey. The survey revealed a 27% increase in 

creator-driven content. Forty percent said they would watch content based on what they searched 

instead of friends’ recommendations in the second quarter of 2020 (Google, 2020).  

 As the internet matured and improved worldwide communications, electronic learning, or 

Elearning has also progressed in value and quality (Singh, O’Donoghue, & Worton, 2005). 

Elearning can be defined as any form of learning delivered electronically, but microlearning 

allows learners to gather information in “bite-size” chunks to absorb the information more 
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effectively (Singh & Banathia, 2019). Microlearning is informal learning, spending a few 

seconds up to about 15 minutes learning a subject matter that deals with single letters, short texts,  

or complex tasks (Hug, 2005). Microlearning has become popular in the 21st century for students 

to break away from traditional learning systems and absorb information in small pedagogical 

chunks for better comprehension. User-generated content (UGC) in short video clips produced 

by either professionals or amateur creators ranked high with Gen Z (ages 13-22), Millennials 

(ages 23-38), Gen X (ages 39-54), and Boomers (ages 55-64). Gen Z and the Millennials 

preferred to watch UGC more than professionally produced. These younger viewers sought out 

short webisodes, tutorials, and videos (Google, 2020). 

  YouTube's official blog states over five million videos are uploaded every minute 

(YouTube, 2022). Anyone can access a YouTube video, but can the viewer learn a subject matter 

without becoming frustrated because it lacks instructional design elements (Morain & Swarts, 

2012) or production styles (Hansch, Hillers, McConachie, Newman, Schildhauer, & Schmidt, 

2015). A viewer who watches a poorly designed video will most likely not finish watching in its 

entirety but will find alternatives in the same subject matter that is more suitable for their 

learning needs. 

 

Purpose 

The purpose of this quantitative content analysis study was to examine the professional 

development microlearning videos on YouTube. This was done using the instructional design 

quality (IDQ) in video production and consumers’ ratings and comments to compare their 

response using the ARCS Model (Attention, Relevance, Confidence, Satisfaction) and IDQ 
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framework (physical design, cognitive design, affective design). The goal was to determine if 

there were any relationships among these variables. 

 

Research Questions 

The following five research questions were addressed in this study.  

RQ1: To what extent did microlearning videos exhibit the characteristics indicated by the 

IDQ framework?  

RQ2: How did the consumers rate the microlearning videos? 

RQ3: How many consumers’ comments were related to the ARCS Model: 
● Attention 
● Relevance 
● Confidence 
● Satisfaction 

 
 RQ4: How many consumers’ comments were related to the IDQ framework: 

● physical design 
● cognitive design 
● affective design 

 
RQ5: What was the relationship between the characteristics defined by the IDQ in 

microlearning videos to consumers’ ratings and comments? 

 

Significance of the Study 

 User-generated tutorial videos need to be impactful for all learners. In this study, 

technical communicators that are instructors or people interested in developing their videos 

accomplished this by creating an instructional design video and uploading it to video platforms 

such as YouTube (Morain & Swarts, 2012). If the video technology had the correct balance, it 

would enable the learner to acquire robust cognitive structures, realistic experiences, and 
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desirable attitudes (Koumi, 2006). Pedagogic strategies, learning situations, and what constitutes 

effectiveness in videos for teaching and learning need to be considered for online learning 

(Thomson, Bridgstock, & Willems, 2014). 

 By examining the video IDQ and analyzing consumers’ responses by their likes and 

comments to determine if there were any relationships, this research could bring insight to 

technical communicators to develop their instructional design microlearning videos. The 

hypothesis was that if the IDQ framework (production) resulted in high scores, then the thumbs 

up/down icon (consumption) and consumers’ comments (consumption) should have more 

positive results. By testing this hypothesis and comparing the data, the predictions should explain 

if this phenomenon was true or not. The null hypothesis would occur if there was no relationship 

among the characteristics defined by the IDQ in microlearning videos to consumer ratings and 

comments. The alternative hypothesis would occur if the IDQ framework (production) resulted 

in high scores and the consumers rated their comments positively on the ARCS Model or the 

IDQ framework. 

Alternative Hypothesis 1: As IDQ scores increased, consumer ratings and comments related to 

the ARCS Model and IDQ would increase. 

Alternative Hypothesis 2: As IDQ scores increased, consumer comments would rate more 

positively than negatively. 

This study used the deductive approach that started with the hypothesis, if the IDQ scores 

increased, consumer ratings and comments related to the ARCS Model and IDQ would increase 

and if the IDQ scores increased, the consumers’ comments would rate more positively than 

negatively. The outcomes of this study could help serve as a guide for technical communication 

instructors or anyone interested in developing a microlearning video to keep the consumers, 
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learners, or end-users motivated to learn the subject matter throughout the video. This research 

could contribute to the instructional design field for all technical communication instructors 

interested in UGC. 

 

Conceptual Framework 

IDQ by Morain & Swarts and the Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction 

(ARCS Model) by John M. Keller, Ph.D., were the two conceptual frameworks used in this 

study.  

The first conceptual framework was Morain & Swarts’ IDQ. Their rubric consisted of 

three designs: physical, cognitive, and affective. Within these three designs were three elements. 

The physical design elements corresponded with access, viewability, and timing. Access or 

accessibility was the focus area on the screen that was relevant to the instruction. Viewability 

dealt with audio, video, or text quality. Timing is the pacing of the video for the end-user or 

viewer.  

The cognitive design elements were accuracy, completeness, and pertinence. Accuracy is 

the content presented without factual errors or execution. Completeness is the organizing 

superstructure that defines tasks and forecast steps and objectives. Pertinence relates to the 

content of the instructional goal and instructional purpose.  

The affective design correlates with confidence, self-efficacy, and engagement. 

Confidence is the narrator's confidence, knowledge, and skills in presenting the subject matter. 

Self-efficacy is if the viewers complete the tasks of the focus of instruction. Engagement is the 

viewers’ interest and motivation.  

Their IDQ rubric stated the objective and goal of each design and rated them into three 
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categories as good, average, and poor video. 

The second conceptual framework was the ARCS Model. ARCS means Attention, 

Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction. According to Keller (1987), Attention captures the 

learners’ interest with active participation, humor, conflict, variety, and real-world examples. 

Relevance uses language, analogies, or stories that can link to the learners’ previous experience, 

perceived present worth, perceived future usefulness, models of success, or provide choices. 

Confidence helps learners believe that they can succeed by facilitating self-growth, 

communicating objectives and prerequisites, providing feedback, and giving the learners control 

over their learning process. Intrinsic and extrinsic are two types of motivation that can contribute 

to Satisfaction. Intrinsic satisfaction is reinforcement, such as praise or rewards. It is the learners’ 

inner will. Extrinsic satisfaction is rewarded by doing something like going to work to earn 

money (Keller, 1987). Figure 1 displays the combined conceptual frameworks in action for the 

IDQ and ARCS Model. 

The combined conceptual frameworks investigated the technical communications of 

UGC in PD microlearning videos using the IDQ and examined the relationship, if any, to the 

consumers’ responses with the thumbs up/down icon and comments.  

 

 

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework in Action 
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Summary of Methodology 
 

Content analysis was the methodology conducted for this study. Content analysis can be 

qualitative, quantitative, or a combination of both, depending on the purposes of the study 

(Mayring, 2014). Figure 2 displays the flowchart that was used for this content analysis research. 

The purpose of this quantitative content analysis study was to examine the professional 

development microlearning videos on YouTube. This was done using the instructional design 

quality (IDQ) in video production and consumers’ ratings and comments to compare their 

response using the ARCS Model (Attention, Relevance, Confidence, Satisfaction) and IDQ 

framework (physical design, cognitive design, affective design). The goal was to determine if 

there were any relationships among these variables. 

The participants were internet users watching YouTube videos. The consumers’ feedback 

on the videos (thumbs up/down icon and comments) were captured and analyzed on a 

spreadsheet. A separate spreadsheet was used for the IDQ rubric. The data were further explored 

to learn if there is a relationship among them. Chapter 3 describes will this in greater detail.  
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Figure 2. Flowchart for the Typical Process of Content Analysis   
(Adopted from Neuendorf 2002) 

 
 
 

Role of the Researcher 
 

The researcher worked in the broadcasting industry, primarily in creative services, and 

has a working knowledge of digital videos. During this time, she has conducted several 

workshops for media production companies to create various video promotions for the target 

audience or television viewers. The researcher designed, developed, and implemented many 
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multilingual documentaries, and showreels. The researcher has an educational technology 

master’s degree and a graduate certificate in online learning and teaching. During this time, the 

researcher has learned to incorporate innovative pedagogical methods into videos with the 

consumers in mind. The researcher does not have a dedicated YouTube channel, has no vested 

interest in any of the videos selected, and has not produced any of the videos chosen for this  

research. There was a potential risk since the researcher was an instrument and human error and 

bias were concerned. The researcher endeavored to be objective and impartial during the data 

collection process to minimize bias as an influencing factor. The researcher’s interest in this 

study was to investigate the PD of microlearning videos using IDQ in video production and 

compare the consumer response in the ARCS and the IDQ framework to see if a relationship 

existed between them. 

Limitations 
 

There were limitations to this study using YouTube and Social Blade. YouTube required 

a title, description, tag, and keywords in the description box to represent the content before the 

video became visible on the platform. Keywords became searchable within the YouTube search 

engine, but if the video had the same subject matter and the description represented something 

else, it would not match the searchable keywords. Social Blade was the statistical website that 

tracked YouTube videos. Social Blade only accepted videos with at least 250,000 views per 

month that were an average of nine-thousand views per day. The researcher used videos listed as 

“public” for this research. Videos as “unlisted” or “private videos” that did not meet the Social 

Blade criteria were not considered regardless of the video type or quality.  
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Content analysis can be reductive, focusing on words or phrases in isolation, and 

subjective researcher’s interpretation (Kracauer, 1952; Krippendorff, 1989). Content analysis is 

liable to increased mistakes and usually consists of word scores only (Trueman, 2015).  

With over 500 videos uploaded to YouTube every minute (Tankovska, 2021), a digital 

timestamp (date and time) was used for this study. Videos uploaded after the timestamp or time 

frame were not used regardless of the popularity of Social Blade. Face validity is a subset of 

content validity where opinions are used to measure the concept intended (Heale & Twycross,  

2015). The assumption was that the thumbs up/down icon and comments were reported with face 

validity honestly by the consumers. The researcher's background in the broadcasting industry 

was considered a potential for bias; however, the researcher endeavored to be objective and 

impartial during the data collection process to minimize bias as an influencing factor. 

 

Definition of Key Terms 

Actual Paper/Whiteboard. A white surface similar to a digital tablet capture but created using 

lower technological alternatives (Hansch, et al., 2015) 

Affective Design. Three subcategories or subscales in affective design are defined as confidence, 

self-efficacy, and engagement in the IDQ (Morain & Swarts, 2012) 

Animation. Combining individual shots, still drawings, or photographs to create the illusion of 

movement (Wurtzel & Acker, 1987) 

ARCS Model. The ARCS Model of Motivation is an acronym for Attention, Relevance, 

Confidence, and Satisfaction (Keller, 1987) 

Attention. Six strategies described in the ARCS Model to get the learner’s attention using 

incongruity, conflict, concreteness, variability, humor, inquiry, and participation (Keller, 1987) 

Chalk & Talk. Made on a digital table with the presenter typically using a conversational tone 

(Hansch, et al., 2015) 
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Chroma Key. Can also be known as a green screen. Method of electronically inserting the 

image from one video source into the picture from another video source. The process utilizes a 

selected “key color” which, wherever it appears in the foreground shot, is replaced by the 

background image (Hansch, et al., 2015; Wurtzel & Acker, 1987) 

Classroom Lecture. A traditional classroom lecture is filmed on video (Hansch, et al., 2015) 

Cognitive Design. Three subcategories or subscales in cognitive design defined as accuracy, 

completeness, and pertinence in the IDQ (Morain & Swarts, 2012) 

Confidence. Five strategies described in the ARCS Model to gain the learner’s confidence with 

learning requirements, difficulty, expectations, attributions, and self-confidence (Keller, 1987) 

Conversation. Informal talk or discussion about a topic with at least two people (Hansch, et al., 

2015) 

Demonstration. Illustrates the concept of the action instead of just talking about it (Hansch, et 

al., 2015) 

Green Screen. Gives the illusion that a person is standing in front of a real location by 

substituting the green screen electronically. Also known as chroma-key (Millerson & Owens, 

2008) 

Instructional Design Quality (IDQ) Framework. A framework for accessing instructional 

online video (Morain & Swarts, 2012) 

Interview. Structured conversation between people that involve experts from a particular field 

and asked their opinion (Hansch, et al., 2015) 

Khan-Style Tablet Capture. Chalk & talk video usually with a digital blackboard with visible 

writing and a presenter discussing the topic (Hansch, et al., 2015) 

Live Video. Transmitted live to the viewing audience (Millerson & Owens, 2008) 

On-Location. Filming onsite is an uncontrolled environment but it shows viewers places that 

they may not be able to go or see things in a new perspective (Hansch, et al., 2015) 

Physical Design. Three subcategories or subscales in physical design defined as access, 

viewability, and timing in the IDQ (Morain & Swarts, 2012) 

Picture-in-Picture. Slides and instructor on the screen at the same time (Hansch, et al., 2015) 
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Presentation Slides with Voice-Over. PowerPoint or any other presentation format with voice-

over slides visible full screen (Hansch, et al., 2015) 

Recorded Seminar. Recording a discussion for viewers to feel they are a part of the class with 

other learners (Hansch, et al., 2015) 

Relevance. Six strategies in the ARCS Model for the learner to be connected and pertinent to the 

topic are experience, present worth, future usefulness, need matching, modeling, and choice 

(Keller, 1987) 

Satisfaction. Five strategies in the ARCS Model for the learner to feel satisfied are using natural 

consequences, unexpected rewards, positive outcomes, negative influences, and scheduling 

(Keller, 1987) 

Screencast. Low cost recording from the instructor’s screen with narration or voiceover 

(Hansch, et al., 2015) 

Talking Head. Person talking to the camera to build a connection with the viewer (Hansch, et 

al., 2015) 

Text Overlay. Text or graphic overlaid onto the video usually to summarize main points on what 

is being discussed (Hansch, et al., 2015) 

Udacity-Style Tablet Capture. Chalk & talk video using a digital whiteboard with visible 

writing, and an instructor/presenter discussing the topic (Hansch, et al., 2015) 

Uniform Resource Locator. Commonly abbreviated as URL. The address of a given unique 

resource on the web (Mozilla, 2020) 

User Generated Content. New electronic media such as videos, blogs, images, texts, and 

reviews created by individuals instead of brands (Newberry, 2019) 

Webcam Capture. Informal talking head style with a casual and relaxed setting using a 

relatively cheap video recorder (Hansch, et al., 2015) 
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Summary 

The purpose of this quantitative content analysis study was to examine the professional 

development microlearning videos on YouTube using the instructional design quality (IDQ) in 

video production, the consumers’ ratings, and their comments to compare the consumer response 

using both the ARCS Model and IDQ framework (physical design, cognitive design, affective 

design) to determine any relationships among these variables. Research in this field could 

provide deeper insights for technical communication instructors or anyone interested in creating 

relevant video content to meet the viewers’ or consumers’ expectations for the duration of the 

microlearning video.  

Chapter 2 is a synthesis of the literature that provides the background of this research. 

Chapter 3 describes the methodology, the combined conceptual frameworks, instrumentation, 

data collection, and analysis. Chapter 4 presents the description of the sample set, data collection 

process, and findings. Chapter 5 discusses the implications for theory, implications for practice, 

limitations of this study, and future research.   
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The growth of multimedia learning expanded with the progression of the internet. Video 

is one form of multimedia that has changed how we communicate globally. Microlearning is a 

technology-enhanced learning format that converts complex information into smaller chunks for 

a specific outcome or learning goal (Allela, 2021). During the COVID-19 pandemic, 

microlearning increasingly became an instructional approach due to the flexibility of the format 

as manageable small “bite-size” chucks to attain information more effectively (Dixit, Yalagi, & 

Nirgude, 2021; Singh & Banathia, 2019). Microlearning videos are approximately three minutes 

or shorter and have a higher engagement for learners (Guo, Kim, & Rubin, 2014).  

A current review of the literature has found microlearning studies in health-related topics 

such as clubfoot, nursing, and orthodontics. Still, they have yet to be discovered in PD 

microlearning videos for the general public. The purpose of this quantitative content analysis 

study was to examine the professional development microlearning videos on YouTube. This was 

done using the instructional design quality (IDQ) in video production and consumers’ ratings and 

comments to compare their responses using the ARCS Model (Attention, Relevance, 

Confidence, Satisfaction) and IDQ framework (physical design, cognitive design, affective 

design). The goal was to determine if there were any relationships among these variables. 

 This literature review will be divided into the following five sections: (1) communication 

and the technological evolution, (2) growth in multimedia learning, (3) videos used to educate, 

(4) microlearning, and (5) microlearning resources in PD. This study will use two conceptual 

frameworks, IDQ and the ARCS Model. 
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Communication and the Technological Evolution 
 

The information age, also referred to as the computer or digital age, started when British 

computer scientist Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web (WWW) in 1989. Berners-

Lee built a network of computers on hypertext links to grow, evolve, and store information 

(Clarke, 2019). His accomplishment made the www free and accessible to everyone and 

transformed almost every aspect of our lives (Andrews, 2019). The emergence of the internet  

produced a new conceptualization of information access, information services, and social 

connectedness affecting society at large (Westera, 2015). Web 2.0 is the second generation of the 

www that offers user-generated content from static pages. As the internet-connected computers 

to a global interactivity system, users could interact by exchanging information through 

electronic mail, sharing content through different applications, and creating multimedia files 

such as images, graphics, videos, and animations. Rapid growth of the www required newer 

21st-century skills, including searchable information, exchanging information, problem-solving, 

and developing ideas in a digital context (van Laar, van Deursen, van Dijk, & de Haan, 2017). 

Web-based applications such as wikis, concept mapping, and documents enriched opportunities 

for individuals to create, share, and collaborate on the web. Weblogs, commonly known by their 

shortened version, blogs, started to build communities of practice to learn in authentic and 

meaningful contexts (Hsu, Ching, & Grabowski, 2014). Smartphones, tablets, desktops, laptops, 

learning management systems, and games are known as information and communication 

technologies (ICT).  

Facebook, a social networking platform, started to emerge for communications using 

texts, videos, audio files, images, and content sharing between friends and family. Twitter, a 

microblogging platform, is known for shortening any text content with a 140-character 
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limitation. In 2017, Twitter doubled its character limitation to 280, but it is still considered a 

microblogging platform. Video-sharing applications such as YouTube communicate ideas and 

disseminate artifacts with multimedia capacity (Auxier & Anderson, 2021; Hsu, et al., 2014). 

During the COVID-19 global pandemic, the internet and technology became reliable sources for 

social interaction to work from home, school online, and connect with people (McClain, Vogels, 

Perrin, Sechopolous, & Rainie, 2021). The internet has marked a fundamental change for people 

to interconnect globally and shape the way we communicate today.  

 

Growth in Multimedia Learning 
 
 This section will define multimedia and electronic learning. It will explain how the 2020 

global pandemic has increased multimedia usage in education, business, and PD. 

 

Defining Multimedia 

Multimedia is interactive content such as videos, animations, audio, texts, images, and 

graphics produced from a computer and sent digitally through the internet. Multimedia messages 

can be defined as an amplified speaker and computer screen, presentation in words and pictures, 

and auditory and visual sensory modalities. Multimedia items send information through the 

internet using a human interface device such as a computer, tablet, or smartphone to access and 

present data. Multimedia systems have the functionality to capture, store, retrieve, present, 

transfer, and bring participation in a group-to-group conferencing session (Gunasekaran & Love, 

1999). 

Multimedia can be found in nearly all aspects of our lives today. With multimedia, words 

can be visible on the screen or spoken in narration. Images, maps, illustrations, graphs, and 
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photos are static visual pictures, while video, animation, and interactive illustrations are dynamic 

(Mayer & Moreno, 2003). In electronic news gatherings (ENG), journalists film their news 

stories using professional cameras or smart devices and send the audio-video files using satellite 

capabilities or phone towers back to the news stations for broadcast. The general public actively 

contributes to ENG using their smart devices and sends the audio-video files electronically to 

their social media outlets, emails, or news stations. Humans interact with computers or smart 

devices while ordering and paying for food from restaurants by viewing the images from their 

menu items. Airline pilots use smart tablets to download the flight charts replacing the traditional 

paper maps. Global positioning systems (GPS) can be found in most newer vehicles to provide  

directions. We can create, listen, read, and learn using audiobooks. Office workers can stream 

music, read instructional manuals, and watch videos through their smart devices while working.  

Using multimedia teaching aids in education, such as graphics, hypertext, sound, 

animation, and video, has opened new teaching methods and fills the learning environment with 

diverse cultures (Kuchai, Skyba, Demchenko, Savchenko, Necheporuk, & Rezvan, 2022). 

Multimedia has created new opportunities for interactions between teachers and learners and 

between learners themselves. For example, teachers can create a PowerPoint and use narration as 

a video. Students can repeatedly play the video multiple times to learn the content. Educational 

multimedia tools allow the learner to connect digitally since the contents are portable. 

Multimedia instructional message is communication using words and pictures that are intended 

to foster learning (Mayer, 2002). 

American educator Edgar Dale developed the cone of experience, also known as the 

learning pyramid since the creative visualizations stem from a pyramid through extensive 

research. He concluded that learners only retain 10% of what is read, 20% of what is heard, and 
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30% of what is seen. Learners can retain 50% with a combination of what they see and hear 

simultaneously, such as watching a movie or seeing it done on location. This nature of the 

involvement is categorized as passive learning. Learners participating in a discussion or giving a 

talk retain 70% of what is said. Learners who participate in a dramatic presentation, simulating 

the real experience, or doing the real thing retain 90% of what we both say and do. Active 

learning occurs when the learner is receiving, participating, and doing and learners tend to 

remember after two weeks (Dale, 1969).  

Even though Dale’s cone of experience is used today, there are controversies since it is 

unsupported by empirical evidence and has not appeared in published books or articles of a 

scholarly nature (Subramony, D. P., Molenda, M., Betrus, A. K., & Thalheimer, W., 2014). 

According to a Professor of Psychology at the University of Virginia, recall percentages may not 

be accurate. Multiple variables affect memory retrieval, such as the learner’s age, subject 

familiarity, the time delay between studying and testing, how the memory was tested, and how 

the learners were instructed to do an assignment. For example, if the student was asked to  

summarize what they read would boost memory than just reading the assignment (Willingham, 

2013).  

There are many different types of proprietary free and open-source multimedia-based 

educational software. Camtasia and CamStudio record the computer’s video screen with audio 

input from the microphone or speakers. Photoshop or Gimp is used for photo editing. 

Soundcloud or Audacity are audio tools used for music or podcasts. Powtoon or Prezi creates 

innovative presentations. Multimedia is a revolutionary technological game-changer that has 

enhanced the traditional teaching methodology.  
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Multimedia and electronic learning have popularized during each global crisis. In 2003, 

the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) outbreak in Asian countries changed the 

traditional classroom to virtual instruction. New Orleans, Louisiana, expanded its capacity to 

meet students’ needs through electronic learning when Hurricane Katrina engulfed the state. 

Hurricane Sandy transformed New York state’s classrooms into electronic learning platforms in 

2012 (Lieberman, 2020). Eight years later, in 2020, a global pandemic, COVID-19, increased the 

popularity of multimedia and electronic learning, not just for education but for remote work and 

socialization (McClain, et al., 2021). Using multimedia and electronic learning has quickly and 

forcefully changed how we socialize, communicate, and learn. 

 

Electronic Learning 

Electronic learning or Elearning has connected students to learn curriculum outside of the 

traditional classroom setting. The conventional concept of teaching in a classroom as students 

take notes and complete their assignments at home has changed with the advancement of digital 

information and web communication. Teachers can record instructional content for students to 

preview, learn, or review at home. Incorporating educational technology such as the internet and 

video provides teachers to innovate and “flip” their classrooms for students to research 

information at home and learn together during school. The instructor becomes a facilitator to  

help troubleshoot and problem solves with e-learning. An innovative fact could be that flipped 

lessons were born with elearning (Rivoltella, 2014). A 2019 study investigated multimedia 

facilities as modern pedagogical tools for strategic improvement on teaching and learning in the 

computer science field. The researchers concluded that multimedia, such as videos and 

infographics, enriched cognitive skills, deepened the subject matter level, and improved retention 
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(Adekunle, Olumide, & Olutayo, 2019). In higher education, e-learning can be a mixture of 

blended or online courses, programs, or degrees. Motivating the learner into using the application 

and encouraging the hard work required is instrumental to effective learning (Cairncross & 

Mannion, 2001). A study into the effects of elearning in higher education concluded technology 

does not replace the learner process with e-learning, but it can enhance, extend, and 

geographically broaden the universities’ reach to students (Singh, et al., 2005).  

Elearning has given instructors the freedom to educate students using specialized 

software such as Learning Management Systems (LMS). Instructors in remote rural areas can 

collaborate, share resources, and partner virtually with international universities, institutes, 

research centers and industry (Munshi, Kuril, Sharif Khan, Shrimali, & Gaur, 2019). Elearning 

has become popular with the internet since learners can self-pace the course in a virtual 

environment, in a location of their choice, and at their convenience. Elearning and the internet 

changed the way we can build courses and share knowledge. 

In higher education, reading and content production can be learned outside the classroom 

using technological devices and digital software such as PowerPoint so the learner can learn 

wherever they want (Bowler, Foshee, Haggar, Simpson, Schroedl, & Billings, 2021; Rivoltella, 

2014). Working professionals can use e-learning to enhance their careers or develop additional 

skills. With a wide range of high-quality productivity tools for graphics, video editing, and 

collaboration tools, multimedia and e-learning have become pivotal in educating people in 

schools, workplaces, or at home.  
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Multimedia Usage in Education 

With a wide range of high-quality productivity tools for graphics, video editing, sound, 

and collaboration tools, multimedia has become a pivotal change for education. One popular type 

of multimedia tool for educators and learners is video. Instructors can use videos to supplement 

their classroom lectures by recording them for students to watch. The educational effect must be 

built based on innovational pedagogical technologies utilization, including digital technologies 

(Han, 2022; Smolle, Rössler, Rehatschek, Hye, & Vogl, 2021; Varchenko-Trotsenko, 

Tiutiunnyk, & Terletska, 2019). Business students at an Indonesian high school used multimedia 

elements such as text, images, sounds, and video in an integrated interactive application. 

Multimedia effectively improved the students' competence by giving them control to hit the play 

and pause buttons for individualized learning (Hidayat & Suroto, 2022).  

A 2007 study found that Dutch secondary school biology students between the ages of 16 

and 17 performed better when multimedia was used. The students were divided into the 

illustrations and narration group and the illustrations and text group. Students who received no 

narration, but illustrations and on-screen text did not perform as well. A limitation of this study 

was that while illustrations and narration worked for fast learners, slow learners needed to replay 

the material and rehearse the text and pictures. The researchers concluded that if time was 

unlimited, having printed words would be an advantage because printed words are not transient, 

whereas spoken text will only last for a short time (Harskamp, Mayer, & Suhre, 2007).  

Several studies have been conducted to learn how students engage with video, and the 

results were mixed. While elearning has no location boundaries or time restrictions as face-to-

face learning, it can lead to isolation and health-related concerns such as eyestrain or bad posture 

for the learner (Sivaranjani & Prakash, 2014). Elearning enables learning of thematic units 
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although most students prefer alternatives to study intermittently (Javorcik & Polasek, 2018). 

Elearning can be challenging with the high cost of technology in poverty-stricken countries such 

as Nigeria, inadequate or lack of training, and wrong choice of software (Adekunle, et al, 2019). 

The learner outcome depends mainly on the content and personality of the instructor (Evans, 

2014).   

Elearning has grown outside the traditional education environment to a global online 

community of learners. As elearning continues to develop and evolve, the boundaries are 

limitless. 

 

Multimedia Usage in Business 

 The growth of multimedia is not only for education but also in the corporate 

environment. Industries and businesses use elearning to train staff, improve their industry 

knowledge base, and expand their skill sets. In a corporate setting, training is required for 

employees to function correctly, evolve, and develop. These employees can elearn 

synchronously (online chat, videoconferencing, real-time learning), asynchronous (learn on their 

time), or blended (combination of synchronous and asynchronous) environments (Sivaranjani & 

Prakash, 2014).   

 The COVID-19 virus has forcibly attributed how workers can communicate while 

working remotely. With a variety of communication and collaboration platforms, including 

Microsoft Teams, Google Meet, Zoom, and Skype for messaging, voice, and video calls, a new 

paradigm has begun for working remotely (Liang, 2020; Smolle, et al, 2021; Yarnykh, 2021). As 

companies develop their digital infrastructures, shared portals such as virtual private networks 

(VPN) and drives enhance the communication options in multimedia. Multimedia can support 
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the conceptualization and contextualization of new material presented, actively involve the 

learner in the learning process, and promote internal reflection (Cairncross & Mannion, 2001). 

 

Multimedia Usage in Professional Development 

 PD refers to many types of educational experiences related to an individual’s work. 

Teachers can develop their skills, or professionals can seek to expand their knowledge. Doctors, 

lawyers, educators, accountants, engineers, and people in various professions and businesses 

participate in PD to learn and apply new knowledge and skills that will improve their 

performance on the job (Kunemund, Kennedy, Carlisle, VanUitert, & McDonald, 2022; Mizell, 

2010). PD refers to the continued training and education of an individual’s career by developing 

new skills or staying current on trends for advancement in the field (Campos, 2019). Professional 

learners are working people that have taken a course or gotten additional training to improve 

their job skills or expertise connected to career advancement (Horrigan, 2016). Outside the 

classroom setting, there are a lot of online videos that can be used for PD. Training videos can be 

found in large indefinite quantities on the internet, although the quality and quantity differ. 

Businesses have used training videos from Lynda.com, EdX, Coursera, iTunesU, Learn Vest, 

Khan Academy, Alison, No Excuse List, Saylor.org, and YouTube (Pickard-Whitehead, 2017). 

The learning and educational content on YouTube drives over a billion views a day (YouTube, 

2018).  
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Multimedia Usage During COVID-19 

 The global pandemic, COVID-19, has state, local, and international governmental 

authorities implementing a “shelter in place” requiring residents to stay in their homes to prevent 

the deadly virus from spreading (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020). With only 

essential businesses, such as gas stations, grocery stores, and hospitals open, there has been an 

uproar in multimedia. Based on Nielsen Media (2020) data, teens home from school increased 

104% during the lockdown in Seattle, Washington. The total TV usage includes traditional live 

TV, DVR recordings, video-on-demand, streaming services, or other content through any TV set, 

game console, or connected device. Live streaming across platforms such as YouTube, Twitch, 

Facebook, and Mixer grew more than 66% in Italy in a few short weeks (Perez, 2020). 

Employees who have started working remotely during COVID-19 from Monday through Friday 

watch over three more hours per week than non-remote workers, from 25 hours and 2 minutes to 

21 hours and 56 minutes, respectively (Perez, 2020). Remote workers spend more time each 

week on their tablets, over four and a half hours, compared to four hours for non-remote workers 

(Nielsen, 2020).  

Learners worldwide used social media to stay connected and informed during COVID-19 

(Nielsen, 2020). The video-sharing and social media platform TikTok soared during COVID-19 

since people created videos to go viral (Crowley, 2020). The number of downloads increased by 

27 percent in the first 23 days of March compared to 6.2 million downloads in February 

(Crowley, 2020). During the COVID-19 global pandemic, 81% of Americans used video calling 

and conferencing platforms to work from home, school online, visit doctors, and celebrate 

holidays and family occasions (McClain, et al., 2021). Stuck inside their homes, people became 

creative using multimedia, particularly video. The $94 billion fitness industry experienced on-
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demand virtual classes as people used their tablets or smartphones to get a workout in their own 

homes. Fitness instructors created their startups with virtual workouts to team bond with anyone 

interested in fitness while working remotely or at home (Benveniste, 2020). 

 

Videos Used to Educate 

This section used existing literature to examine the popularity of videos, elearning 

improvements, and how generations born in the 1980s to early 2000s have used video in 

education and PD. 

 

Popularity of Videos 

The internet changed the analog world to digital, and this digital world has provided 

multiple opportunities for learners to receive their content. The popularity of videos grew when 

everyone in the social system could stay in contact with their family and friends, build 

professional networking opportunities, and broadcast their information (Bisht, Irshad, Aggarwal, 

& Anand, 2019). Posting videos online using platforms like YouTube became a cultural 

phenomenon since no fees were attached to establishing an account. Users could upload their 

content on this social media platform, and anyone could watch it free of charge. A 2019 Pew 

Research Center conducted a YouTube video analysis from their 250,000 subscribers in the first 

seven days of January 2019. They discovered that 48,486 hours of video were posted, and it  

would take a single person watching videos for approximately eight hours a day with no breaks 

16 years to watch all the content posted from this single week. The average video time was 

roughly 12 minutes long (van Kessel, Toor, & Smith, 2019). Advertisers were quick to build 

commercial marketing opportunities by linking popular videos to generate revenue. With more 
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than a billion hours spent watching YouTube videos daily, the social media networking site 

started an advertisement-based revenue model to monetize the videos (Bisht et al., 2019; Chen & 

Chang, 2019; Li, Liu, & Ouyang, 2016). 

Videos have also become a popular tool to use in education. Instructors using 

chalkboards to teach students in traditional brick-and-mortar classrooms can now add video and 

other technological tools to enhance learning. Accessible educational videos have supplemented 

conventional classes to help students understand complex topics (Khodjayeva, 2022). There has 

been an increase in watching videos online with better broadband internet speeds and the growth 

of mobile device usage (Khan, 2017). In a 2013 internet survey, 50% of all online adults watched 

educational videos (van Kessel, 2013). The e-learning paradigm provided the flexibility of 

learning concerning the time, pace, and place of learning (Westera, 2015). A Pew Research 

survey showed that 73% of adults consider themselves lifelong learners, and digital technology 

played a notable role in people’s learning activities (Horrigan, 2016). Using video in higher 

education has increased with instructors adapting to teach through the lens of a video camera 

instead of exclusively face-to-face (Woolfitt, 2015). A Pew Research report indicated that 50% 

of all online adults watched educational videos (Pew Research, 2019). Today, thousands of 

educational video lectures online use different platforms to reach learners. Some of these online 

platforms include YouTube, Coursera, LinkedIn Learning, Udacity, Khan Academy, and 

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC). 

 

Lessons Learned from Elearning  

 Traditional instructor-based classroom lectures have diversified to using multimedia tools 

such as videos. As the internet matured and improved worldwide communications, Elearning has  
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also progressed in value and quality. One example of this progression is reducing video length 

for the learner to retain information. A practical solution is to transform the classic courses into 

microlearning (Javorcik & Polasek, 2018). In this study, university students in the Czech 

Republic preferred shorter texts over longer cohesive texts, a preference to study intermittently, 

and multimedia elements divided into shorter sections. Fifty-three percent of the students 

preferred studying shorter sections of the subject matter and used their personal smartphone or 

tablet to download a digital collection of materials that could be reviewed at their leisure. 

Microlearning may be defined as quickly reading, watching, or listening to the information in 

approximately 10 minutes or less. The University of Ostrava research study in the Czech 

Republic compared the effectiveness of microlearning and elearning courses. The traditional 

elearning started with a course divided into three topics. There was a final test at the end of all 

three topics to complete the certification. The microlearning enabled learning path provides a test 

after each of the three topics, thereby chunking the material for the learner. The micro-chunked 

digital content enables the learner to stay motivated, participate in instruction, and perform better 

(Javorcik & Polasek, 2019). A 2017 study conducted at Dresden University of Technology in 

Germany demonstrated that elearning materials provided in smaller slices of content helped 

students to retain information and perform better. Students were divided into three groups and 

were assigned chapter readings but the amount of questions differed between them. The group 

that responded to questions after completion of each chapter performed eight percent better on 

the comprehensive test and took 28% less time to answer the assessment questions (Giurgiu, 

2017). Microlearning can be considered a new teaching paradigm for learners to gain knowledge 

and information in small chunks (Mohammed, Wakil, & Nawroly, 2018). Microlearning content 

is less time-consuming for the learner and is adapted to the short attention span of today’s 
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impatient learners (Beste, 2021). Researchers at the University of Wolverhampton in the U.K. 

studied the effects of elearning in higher education. They concluded that elearning environments 

provide flexibility with time and space associated with traditional university settings. Elearning 

offers accessibility for students with disabilities and allows them to further their education from 

home. Elearning allows learners to work towards their preferred course of study and reach their 

own goals at their own pace. Elearning can also provide a model for students to become self-

directed independent learners, which can lead to lifelong learning (Singh, et al., 2005). 

 Since students learn differently, not all learners prefer multimedia, including video, to 

instructors teaching in front of a classroom. Video lectures are not recommended if student 

behaviors undermine the attention to the unique learning objectives of other instruction methods 

or believe that watching videos to learn the topic is enough to succeed in the course (Brecht, 

2012).  

 

Millennials and Gen-Z Video Usage   

Videos have become popular due to a rapidly shifting global landscape for teaching and 

learning. Millennials are people born in the 1980s and 1990s (Merriam-Webster, 2020) and 

Generation Z or Gen-Z are people born in the late 1990s and early 2000s (Merriam-Webster, 

2020). These two groups are the newest generations that thrive on technologies and comprise 48 

percent of the total media audience (Sterling, 2017). Gen-Z is slowly overtaking the millennials 

as the generation with the most significant influence and diversity, as they represent 48% of the 

total media audience (Harris, 2018). Both these groups are visually engaged learners, and 

incorporating multimedia such as concept maps, visual cues, video, and breaking a class up into 

10-minute chunks helps process information as they reflect on the information (Papp & 
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Matulich, 2011). Educators need to properly cultivate students to use multimedia technology 

appropriately and not get distracted by colorful images or videos that could be contained in the 

courseware since this will decrease their focus on the learning content and learning efficiency 

(Jiang, 2022).  

Videos and video lectures can support classroom learning by allowing students to replay 

segments, stop, or skip elements. A study on the effectiveness of educational videos from the 

Center for Teaching at Vanderbilt University concluded to keep videos brief and targeted on 

learning goals, use audio and visual elements to convey an explanation, highlight important ideas 

or concepts, use conversational enthusiastic style to enhance engagement and embed videos in 

guiding questions, interactive elements, or homework assignments to improve the student  

learning and enhance their engagement (Brame, 2015). In a recent study that gathered 

information from over 30 HR practitioners across industries described that millennials want 

instant feedback. This can be achieved through techniques such as a “thumbs up” or other 

compliments and recognitions that create a creative workforce atmosphere (Jha, Sareen, Potnuru, 

2018).  

 

Videos Used in Professional Development 

Web 2.0 has increased the multimedia options in PD courses. Online learning platforms 

have emerged offering PD courses. edX, using the MOOC platform, has 109 professional 

certificate programs (Rizvi, Rienties, Rogaten, & Kizilcec, 2022; edX, 2020). Coursera provides 

various professional certificates in information technology, ranging from Python and cloud 

architecture to customer engagement specialists (Coursera, 2020). Udemy has over 100,000 

online video courses in various categories such as photography, design, and personal 
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development (Udemy, 2020). Adobe, a computer software company, has created videos for 

learners to watch how to use their products and services. Microsoft, a primary software 

company, has its own YouTube channel to connect its customers and the global community with 

up-to-date news, information, and how-to videos about their products and services.  

Industries and businesses have used various online courses to educate their employees in 

the workplace. Glassdoor, one of the world’s largest job and recruiting sites, listed several 

companies that offer PD courses to invest in long-term success of their employees. Shellman & 

Company, LLC, a leading provider of attestation and compliance services, provides a 

reimbursement program and bonus of up to $10,000 to help employees offset the costs relating to 

their certified public accountant (CPA) exam. Goldman Sachs, a global investment banking, 

securities, and investment management firm, offers all their employees internal training and 

development regardless of job functions. JUUL Labs, an American electronic cigarette company, 

offers employees up to $7,500 annually for degree courses and learning programs  

relevant to their professional success. Walgreens, a pharmacy, photo, and health and wellness 

store, offers online and in-person classes through their Walgreens University. These classes 

include leadership, merchandising, beauty, and continuing education courses for certified 

pharmacists and pharmacy technicians (Moore, 2019). 

Technological improvements have led to the development of PD models that can be 

interactive and as effective as in-person training (Brasili & Allen, 2019). Video-conferencing 

software such as Zoom, Microsoft Team, and Google Meet provides the flexibility for ongoing 

learning regardless of location. Traditional face-to-face coaching can now be completed in a 

virtual environment using interactive software. A 2018 Pew Research survey noted that 87% of 
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YouTube users found the site to be important in helping to figure out how to do things they have 

not done before (Smith, Toor, & van Kessel, 2018). 

 
Microlearning 
 
 This section will define macro, meso, and micro, and microlearning. It will explore the 

usage of shorter videos in microlearning for education, at work, and PD using existing literature.  

 

Defining Microlearning 

The term “microlearning” derives from the Greek word “micro” meaning very small 

(Merriam-Webster, 2019). Microlearning is a form of e-learning since it is based on interactivity, 

multimodality, and learners' self-testing in a relatively short time span of five to seven minutes 

(Polasek, & Javorcik, 2019). Microlearning provides knowledge and information to be divided 

into small chunks or blocks devoted to a specific, very narrow topic and delivered to the learners 

(Yarnykh, 2021; Mohammed, et al., 2018). Microlearning can be defined as a short burst of 

learning that lasts from 10 to 15 minutes (Cortez, 2018). It is learning the content in a hyper-

focused and easier-to-process method for the learner to consume.  

Microlearning refers to any pedagogy that encourages learning in short segments that can 

be supported on different platforms (Major & Calandrino, 2018; Skalka & Drlik, 2018; 

Trowbridge, Waterbury, & Sudbury, 2017). These platforms can be academic learning 

management content systems, consumer-based, or social media channels. The various digital 

platforms have given microlearning opportunities for learners in a formal university-based 

environment to informal individual video instructions and social media channels for 

collaborating environments (Trowbridge, et al., 2017). As elearning is any form of learning that 
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is delivered electronically, microlearning allows learners to gather information in “bite-size” 

chunks to absorb the information more effectively (Qian, Yan, Xue, Lin, Zhang, & Zhao, 2021; 

Singh & Banathia, 2019). 

Microlearning can be further defined into seven dimensions to describe, analyze, or 

generate these versions. They are time, content, curriculum, form, process, mediality, and 

learning type (Hug, 2005). 

1. Time: relatively short effort, operating expense, degree of time consumption, 

measurable time, subjective time, etc. 

2. Content: small or very small units, narrow topics, rather simplex issues, etc. 

3. Curriculum: part of the curricular setting, parts of modules, elements of informal 

learning, etc. 

4. Form: fragments, facets, episodes, “knowledge nuggets,” skill elements, etc. 

5. Process: separate, concomitant or actual, situated or integrated activities, iterative 

method, attention management, awareness (getting into or being in a process), etc. 

6. Mediality: face-to-face, mono-media vs. multi-media, (inter-)mediated, 

information objects or learning objects, symbolic value, cultural capital, etc. 

7. Learning type: repetitive, activist, reflective, pragmatist, conceptionalist, 

constructivist, connectivist, behaviorist, learning by example, task or exercise,  

goal-or problem-oriented, “along the way,” action learning, classroom learning, 

corporate learning, conscious vs. unconscious, etc.  

A good example of microlearning platforms are the social media channels used today. 

There are a variety of social media channels that offer different elements for the end-user. These 
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social media channels can allow learners to deepen information retention, create learning 

communities, and increase their engagement (Trowbridge, et al., 2017).  

Microlearning offers flexibility, and learners can boost knowledge and retention if they 

are not overloaded cognitively. The advantages of learning in short bursts with individualized 

sessions on simple and narrow topics in an informal setting also have limitations. Learners who 

have not acquired complex skills, processes, and behaviors will find microlearning challenging. 

Even if the learners have these skills, they still need relevant practice and feedback on 

performance (Jomah, Masoud, Kishore, & Aurelia, 2014). Microlearning can benefit attention 

deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) students since the shorter units may help overcome their 

learning disabilities to comprehend the material (Javorcik & Polasek, 2019).  

Microlearning can become an enjoyable and rewarding experience if it is designed correctly. 

This can be achieved by keeping content varied and interesting using videos, rich multimedia, 

quizzes, polls, infographics, and gamification (Van Neck, 2019). Microlearning methods to learn 

in short bursts involving simple and/or narrow topics can be considered aligned with how the 

learner’s brain naturally takes in information, so that the body does not get stressed out (Jomah, 

et al., 2014). A 2015 university study in China concluded that 200 participants using 50 

microlearning videos in a flipped classroom indicated that although short videos contributed to 

autonomous, collaborative, and expansive learning, there are problems too. Students felt that 

watching the videos, even at fragmented times, increased their course load. Most students 

became overly dependent on videos and believed they were unable to complete their homework 

without them (Chang, Liu, & Deng, 2015). A 2018 study on the effectiveness of microlearning to 

improve students' learning ability tested two groups at a primary school in Iraq. The 

microlearning methods used were storytelling, discussions, videos, flashcards, and 
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posters/infographics. The students in the microlearning group learned 18% better than the 

traditional group. The students ranked videos as second in the microlearning methods, with 

playing and activities ranking 97% and 95%, respectively. This study exhibits microlearning 

methods using a younger age group (Mohammed, et al., 2018).  

 Dr. Theo Hug is a professor of educational sciences at the Department of Media, Society, 

and Communication at the University of Innsbruck, Austria. Hug has written and presented his 

research on microlearning at several international conferences (Hug, 2017). The following 

quotation explains the microlearning process: 

Talking of a paradigm shift in this context may be overdrawn, but the transition from 

common perspectives on teaching and learning to micro perspectives and the significance 

of micro dimensions in the process of learning opens up spaces of innovation in the field 

of attempts to promote learning and to create viable and productive learning 

environments (Hug, 2005, p. 5). 

From 2015 to 2022, the term or keyword “microlearning” has increased, according to 

Google Trends (Figure 3). Google Trends is a web tool that estimates the relative popularity of 

keywords by typing into the web search field and geographic location in their keyword tool 

(Google, 2023). 
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Figure 3. Term Microlearning 

 

Microlearning has become popular in the 21st century for students to break away from 

traditional learning systems and absorb information in small pedagogical chunks for better 

comprehension. The term “micro,” is one of the three interrelated scales. They are macro, meso, 

and micro. 

 

Macro, Meso, and Micro 

Macro, meso or mezzo, and micro are three levels of analysis and have key distinctions. 

These levels can be defined as macro as a maximum unit, a minimum unit is micro, and between 

the extremes is meso, the intermediate level. In social work, the macro-level performs on a broad 

and institutional level. The meso-level focuses on smaller groups such as neighborhood 

businesses, religious centers, local communities, schools, and organizations. The micro-level is 

the individual or family (Melander, & Lind, 2022; Gilbert, 2018). Sociologists define society as a 

whole and patterns that shape it as a macro-level; specific groups, communities, or organizations 

as meso-level; and individuals studying people’s behaviors as a micro-level (Ali, Wilson, & 
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Husnain, 2022; Malek-Ahmadi, 2020). University of Sydney researchers conducted a study on 

the effect of triangles on communities in networks.  

This study used micro, meso, and macro structures to identify complex networks in 

mathematics. Macro-scale was used to describe the complex networks, such as their functionality 

and formation mechanisms. Meso-scale structures were described as the communities, and the 

micro-scale was described as the structures that exist in most complex networks (Wharrie, Azizi, 

& Altmann, 2019). In education, the MOOC can be described in the micro, meso, and macro 

perspectives. Micro-level is the individual student registering for a MOOC course, meso-level is 

the agreement of the content provider, such as a higher education institution, to use the MOOC 

platform, and macro-level is the initial consent provided by the individual student on the scope 

and nature of personal data shared between the MOOC and other data stakeholders in the 

MOOC’s privacy or data-sharing documents (Khalil, Prinsloo, & Slade, 2018).   

 Learning can be divided into three different levels. Microlearning uses single words in 

linguistics; vocables, phases, and sentences with language instruction; learning objects, micro-

content in educational content; learning objects in course structure; competencies of learners or 

teachers in the classification of competencies; and learning of individuals in sociology as shown 

in Table 1 (Javorcik & Polasek, 2018). 
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Table 1. Micro, Meso, and Macro Levels of Learning 

 
e.g. 1 
Linguistics 

e.g. 2 
Language 
instruction 

e.g. 3 
Educational 
content 

e.g. 4 
Course 
structure 

e.g. 5 
Classification 
of 
competencies 

e.g. 6 
Sociology 

micro 
level 

single words vocables, 
phases, 
sentences 

learning 
objects, 
micro 
content 

learning 
objects 

competencies  
of learners or 
teachers 

learning of 
individuals 

meso 
level 

words, letter-
figure 
combinations, 
sentences  

situations, 
episodes 

subareas, 
narrow 
themes 

topics, 
lessons 

designing a 
lecture 

group 
learning or 
learning of 
organizations 

macro 
level 

conversation, 
linguistic 
communication 

socio-
cultural 
specifics, 
complex 
semantics 

topics, 
subjects 

courses, 
curricular 
structures 

designing a 
curriculum 

learning of 
generations 
or learning 
of societies 

 
 

 In social psychology, the micro level is considered the smallest unit of analysis which is 

the individual, their personality traits, cognitive styles, and attitudes. Micro-level approaches to 

psychological phenomena remain the dominant paradigm (Jaspal, Carriere, & Moghaddam, 

2017).  

 Table 2 describes the differences between macro and microlearning in ten categories. 

Microlearning can contribute to lifelong learning because it is congruent with current 

information and communication patterns and can be easily adapted to support individual learning 

needs in particular within informal learning contexts (Buchem & Hamelmann, 2010). 
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Table 2. Comparison Between Microlearning and Macrolearning 

  
Macrolearning Microlearning 

1 Learning content formal learning informal learning 

2 Time spent several hours a few seconds up to about 15 
minutes 

3 Content type learning modules, comprising and 
structuring a broader range of 
ideas or topics and combining 
learning objects 

microcontent as small chunks of 
information, focusing on a single 
definable idea or topic 

4 Content creation content created subject matter 
experts, usually with authoring 
tools 

content co-created by learners with 
Web 2.0 and rapid e-learning tools 

5 Content 
aggregation and 
fragmentation 

learning objects usually need to be 
combined with other learning 
objects to enable full 
understanding; content can be 
easily split for re-use and 
restructuring 

microcontent units are self-
contained as they can be 
understood without any additional 
information; microcontent cannot 
be divided into smaller pieces 
without the loss of meaning 

6 Content retrieval courses or topics retrievable 
through a unique URL, however 
single learning objects are not 
addressable 

microcontent has a unique URL 
(permalink), which make even 
small chunks of information 
retrievable 

7 Structure of the 
learning cycle  

hierarchic, sequential, pre-planned 
structures consisting of a number 
of units or lessons, each 
combining a number of learning 
objects, such as texts, images, 
audio, video 

dynamic, flexible structures created 
by learners in the process of 
learning through syndication, 
aggregation and modification, 
based on such data as social tags 
and bookmarks 

8 Target group learners aiming at gaining an 
insight into topics defined by 
domain experts 

learners aiming at, exploring 
concepts or solving practical 
problems 

9 Learner’s role learners as consumers of content, 
attempting to build mental 
structures similar to those of 
experts 

learners as prosumers of content, 
building own mental structures 
through exploration and social 
interaction 

10 Learner 
participation 

focuses on learner-content 
interactions 

focuses on social interactions 
between learners 
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Microlearning can be found in various concepts and versions such as short message 

services (SMS), email, scenario-based learning, gamification, digital games, eBooks, podcasts, 

and videos. Several types of multimedia can be used in microlearning. Some tools include 

infographics and interactive infographics, eBooks, flipbooks, animated, explainer, interactive, 

and expert videos, webinars and recorded webinars, webcasts and podcasts, interactive parallax-

based scrolling, whiteboard animation, text-based kinetic animation, and PDFs (Pandey, 2018). 

All these types of multimedia tools can be used with a smartphone, tablet, or desktop.  

 

Using Videos in Microlearning  

 The microlearning environment delivers instruction using videos, documents, 

screencasts, and other methods to meet the demands for short, quick, and easy access to 

information in need (Taylor & Hung, 2022). Video can work powerfully as a provider of 

knowledge. A well-placed video can act as a bridge between the textbook and the learner’s 

understanding of the text (Paolo, Wakefield, Mills, & Baker, 2017). Short instructional videos 

can make a considerable impact on the learner. The inclusion of videos can increase social 

interaction, provide individual learning environments, and improve motivation and concentration 

levels. The learners can watch video lectures anywhere with a digital device and an internet 

connection. They are empowered with video-based learning since they can control when to stop, 

rewind, or pause the videos. Short video lectures involve a shorter amount of attention so the 

cognitive load on students can be absorbed more conveniently (Beheshti, Taspolat, Kaya, & 

Sapanca, 2017).  

There are limitations to watching a micro-video since it is considered passive learning, 

and we retain less of what is simply seen or heard (Dale, 1969). The micro-video must have 
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pedagogical design elements and should not overload the learner’s cognitive memory. The 

subject matter might not be ideal for complex concepts and in-depth training (Andriotis, 2018). 

Figure 4 illustrates the differences between traditional elearning and microlearning. In 

traditional elearning, the learner studies four modules in a single topic. Upon completion, the 

learner takes one examination that includes all four modules. Figure 5 illustrates the learner 

studies one module and takes a test before moving to the second module. This method of 

chunking the information into smaller sections is used in microlearning. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Traditional Learning.  
One test encompasses all four modules in a single topic or subject matter 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Microlearning.  
Chunk the four modules by taking a test after each module before starting the next module 

on a single specific topic or subject matter 
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Using Microlearning Videos in Education 

An increasing number of studies found that students were more engaged, showed greater 

learning gains, and preferred shorter videos that were only a few minutes over longer ones. A 

2014 study on how video production affects student engagement with MOOC videos concluded 

that university students made it less than halfway through videos longer than nine minutes. The 

shorter videos, up to three minutes in length, had the highest engagement (Guo, et al., 2014). A 

study (Wiggin & McDonnell, 2017) divided the geology class into two groups to learn 

equivalent materials but used different teaching methods. One group of students watched a series 

of short videos between five to seven minutes in length, and the second group learned the 

equivalent using textbook reading assignments. The undergraduate students showed a consistent 

pattern that they were more confident in their performance using videos to supplement their 

materials. They preferred shorter videos that included examples, demonstrations, animated 

effects, progressive illustrations, and step-by-step problem-solving. A study (Kinnari-Korpela, 

2015) using short video lectures to enhance mathematics learning used videos of various lengths 

of up to 15 minutes. The short videos contained audio files synchronized with PowerPoint slides 

or video examples using a tablet. Most of the university students, 89%, found these videos to be 

meaningful, and 65% felt this method increased their motivation for the course. Based on a 

minority of comments, some students preferred even shorter video lengths. In another study, 

Harrison (2015) assessed online educational videos and concluded that university participants 

preferred videos less than ten minutes in length for several reasons. Some of the participants 

could only watch short videos while on a work break, had short attention spans, were tired easily 

watching “boring” material, and lacked the motivation to complete the videos that were 20 

minutes in length.  
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Even though microlearning can be practical for learning small pieces of information to 

reinforce knowledge and memory, microlearning can be counterproductive if the learner lacks 

the necessary background to relate to the learning objective (Pouyanfar, Abazari, Abadi, 

Donyadideh, & Saeidi, 2022). 

 

Using Microlearning Videos in the Workplace 

 Like education, corporations and organizations have been shifting to e-learning with Web 

2.0 and social media. Since a workplace is about productivity, microlearning can elevate the user 

to develop or reinforce a particular skill set. Mandatory in-person workshops can and have  

been replaced with online interactive learning events using various LMS systems. Microlearning 

lessons were given to employees in a Norwegian public sector organization. Ninety-one percent 

of the learners who evaluated the microlearning course thought it was relevant (Beste, 2021).  

Training and development are investments, and bite-size learning can be ideal for today’s 

short-attention-span workforce (Meyer, 2014). When employees have additional minutes to spare 

during their work schedules, they can watch a short well-designed single-topic video and learn. 

A well-designed single-topic video is essential because the design, words, and pictures must be 

carefully interwoven to create a synergy of meaning for a pedagogically effective video. If the 

video technique has the correct balance, it will enable the learner to acquire robust cognitive 

structures, realistic experiences, and desirable attitudes (Koumi, 2006). Hughes, Costley, and 

Lange (2018) studied the effects of multimedia video lectures on extraneous load and showed a 

negative relationship between media diversity and extraneous load. Extraneous load is described 

as the way information, such as a specific topic or task, is presented to the learner. The cyber 

university students based in South Korea preferred a wider diversity of media in video lectures to 
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enhance the learning materials, such as the instructor talking, sound effects, background music, 

embedded scrolling text, animation, pictures, graphs, tables, slides, and writing on a whiteboard 

Khan style. Extraneous load can be characterized as a load that arises from poorly designed 

lessons such as confusing instructions or extra unnecessary information (De Jong, 2010). 

Germane load is the mental capacity of integrating the new information with existing knowledge 

and it is the desired outcome to reach for the learning experience. If there is too much 

information in the intrinsic and extraneous load, the germane load is reduced and therefore 

cognitive overload occurs. Cognitive load is often introduced through poor instructional design 

where limits on working memory are ignored (Sweller, 2005). 

German psychologist Hermann Ebbinghaus’s forgetting curve concept explains why 80% 

of traditional training is forgotten after 30 days (Van Neck, 2019). Newly acquired knowledge 

and information are exponentially lost within the first hours (Marty, 2019). Ebbinghaus noted 

that information is forgotten at an exponential rate from the time learners consume it (Davidson,  

2016). By providing alternatives to conventional standards, employers can communicate with 

their staff by sending small chunks of information using a social media platform for employees 

to increase their knowledge for effective knowledge retention. Using microlearning as a strategy 

complements more comprehensive classroom and web-based training by reinforcing concepts 

between tasks at work (Emerson & Berge, 2018).  

 

Using Microlearning Videos in Professional Development 

Microlearning can be a critical component for employees seeking immediate knowledge 

in the workplace. Since the industry is about productivity, a week-long instructor-led course, or 

an eight-hour elearning course can be viewed as a wasteful investment of time as technology 
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advances, and more microlearning opportunities start to match the needs and pace of the 

business. Organizations in both the public and private sectors have recognized the value of 

leveraging learning content in worker-consumed chunks (Poulin, 2013).  

Hanshaw and Hanson (2018), studied the leaders’ perceptions of microlearning for PD on 

the job designed microlearning modules using a smartphone for leaders in today’s fast-paced 

working environments. The participants were millennial leaders in the business or medical 

services profession. Six emerging themes were revealed; flexible delivery saves time, the leader 

is present on the job and available to others, team cohesiveness development, meeting the 

leader’s needs for personalizing delivery of the PD and understanding their employees’ learning 

needs, and providing individuals with a voice in the selection of learning opportunities. 

Employees at a private university and a leading training service center in Malaysia found 

that 150 respondents said video (38%) was recognized as the most popular element of 

microlearning, followed by static text (25%) and infographics (14%). The respondents 

considered videos between five to seven minutes in length to be the most effective in 

microlearning (Shabadurai, Chua, & Lim, 2022).  

 

Microlearning Resources in Professional Development 
 
 The internet has provided opportunities for online educational sites to use an LMS to 

develop, manage, and provide multimedia content to the learner. Khan Academy, edX, Coursera, 

Udemy, and LinkedIn Learning are only a few organizations that offer online educational and 

PD courses. YouTube was chosen for this study because it is a global online video-sharing 

platform with over two billion users worldwide. There are one billion hours watched daily 

(YouTube, 2022). In May 2019, approximately 30,000 hours of newly user-generated content 
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(UGC) were uploaded per hour (Clement, 2020). UGC is defined as new electronic media such 

as videos, blogs, images, texts, and reviews created by individuals instead of brands (Newberry, 

2019). YouTube videos cover various topics such as music, arts, educational materials, and 

learning new skills.  

 

YouTube 

 YouTube is an online video-sharing platform founded by Steve Chen, Jawed Karim, and 

Chad Hurley in 2005. In June 2019, YouTube had over 126 million unique viewers and was 

considered the most popular online video platform in the United States (Clement, 2019). Nearly 

three years later, in April 2022, there were 247 million YouTube viewers in the United States 

(Ceci, 2022). YouTube allows individuals and companies the option to upload, view, rate, share, 

and comment on videos. Their core mission is to give everyone a voice, listen, share, and build 

community through stories to make the world a better place. YouTube’s values are the freedom 

of expression, information, opportunity, and belonging (YouTube, 2020). Consumers that watch 

YouTube videos can display their reactions to the video by clicking a thumbs up or thumbs down 

icon. Consumers could write feedback about the video if the author did not turn off the 

comments section. Public speaking, conflict management, writing ePortfolios, and interview 

skills are just a few PD topics that can be self-learned through UGC on YouTube. 

Research studies using YouTube videos have been conducted using quantitative and 

qualitative analysis on health-related subject matters (Guo, Yan, Li, Van der Walt, Guan, & Mei, 

2020; Ramade, Belthur, Oka, & Malone, 2020), science news (Amarasekara & Grant, 2019; 

Marchal, Au, & Howard, 2020; Michalovich & Hershkovitz, 2020), politics (Möller, Kühne, 

Baumgartner, & Peter, 2019), marketing (Wang & Chan-Olmsted, 2020), and education 
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(Jackman, 2019; Srinivasacharlu, 2020). The mixed-methods analyses of orthodontic-related 

videos on YouTube concluded that not all the videos were accurate or well-explained that could 

lead to significant side effects and complications if users were to try these methods at home 

(Guo, et al., 2020). Another health study concluded that YouTube videos could lack correct 

information because videos can be posted online without an editorial review process (Ramade, et 

al., 2020). The impact of web-search on the role of video, source, and user attributes sheds light 

on the importance of the video’s technical quality, the perceived sources’ benevolence, and the 

user’s experience with YouTube, but did not address motivational factors or cognitive overload 

(Michalovich & Hershkovitz, 2020). Another YouTube science study used channel subscribers 

to channel views, video likes, dislikes, and comments to video views, but this was for gender 

categories (Amarasekara & Grant, 2019). A content analysis on the coronavirus news and 

information published on YouTube examined a snapshot for users to search for information 

about the COVID-19 pandemic and found more public engagement in the comments sections for 

highly politicized health news and information (Marchal, et al., 2020). A 2019 study on user 

comments, views, and dislikes was conducted on entertainment and political videos but did not 

address the video length, video contents, or motivation (Möller, et al., 2019). In the content 

marketing YouTube study, the engagement framework was used and a codebook was developed 

for the four factors of this framework; interactivity, attention, emotion, and cognition, that was 

used on 50 brands (Wang & Chan-Olmsted, 2020). In a university classroom, YouTube videos 

were studied for its pedagogical benefits (Jackman, 2019), as another higher education study 

provided specific advantages using YouTube videos for teacher educators and teacher trainees. 

One of these benefits was that teacher educators used shorter YouTube video clips, 

approximately five to 10 minutes, that could help teacher trainees learn the content without 
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overload or losing their focus for longer length videos that are 30 minutes (Srinivasacharlu, 

2020). Although these studies are rich in their content analysis, they do not address 

microlearning in short bursts, evaluating instructional video, or if the user is or is not satisfied 

with the video.   

 

Conceptual Framework 
 
 This section highlights two frameworks: IDQ and the Attention, Relevance, Confidence, 

Satisfaction (ARCS) Model. The conceptual framework will lay the foundation for the problem 

statement and research questions. It is a combination of theoretical and empirical work where the 

purpose is not to further investigate a specific theory (Rocco & Plakhotnik, 2009).  

 

Instructional Design Quality (IDQ) 

IDQ is an instructional design framework by Morain and Swarts (2012). IDQ is relevant 

to YouTube videos and has three rubric components: physical design, cognitive design, and 

affective design. Each of these designs has three objectives.  

The physical design consists of accessibility, viewability, and timing. Accessibility is the 

video allows the viewer to focus on areas of the screen that are relevant to the instruction at 

hand. Viewability relates to the production quality (audio, video, text) and if this is sufficient to 

make content tolerably watchable. Timing is the video pace to make it easy for viewers to follow 

content.  

The cognitive design consists of accuracy, completeness, and pertinence. Accuracy can 

be defined as content was presented without errors of fact or execution. Completeness is defined 

as content presented in an organizing superstructure and sufficient detail to be accurately 
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reproduced and broadly applied. Pertinence is defined as content that was related to the 

instructional goal and had an instructional purpose. 

The affective design consists of confidence, self-efficacy, and engagement. Confidence is 

when the narrator inspires confidence by presenting him or herself as knowledgeable and skilled. 

The narrator may also inspire confidence by association with a reputable organization. Self-

efficacy is when the video persuades viewers that they can complete the tasks that are the focus 

of instruction. Engagement is when the video is designed to interest and motivate users. These 

three designs are rated into three categories as good, average, and poor video (Morain & Swarts, 

2012). 

 An Australian study (2014) concluded that an instructor’s talking head supported by 

PowerPoint slides and multiple cameras to provide different angles during a lecture was a 

relatively poor use of the video medium. After one year, the researchers, in developing and 

teaching with video, suggested four principles for planning educational videos to guide 

instructors to design their pedagogical videos. The videos need to give content and align purpose 

(cognitive design), tell, or show the story (cognitive design), keep it as short as possible 

(affective design), and present with authenticity (physical and affective designs) [Thomson, et 

al., 2014].  

Microlearning videos should only address one key idea or instructional task since they 

are intended to be short, concise, and topic-centered (physical design). The microlearning video 

should have a plan such as a script, storyboard, visuals, and a sequential flow (cognitive design). 

An interactive microlearning video will drive learner engagement and employee performance 

(affective design) [Allela, 2021]. 
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Additional frameworks were considered to replace the IDQ, such as the Successive 

Approximation Model (SAM). The SAM model could examine the strengths and weaknesses of 

the IDQ framework using a rapid design and development model approach for the videos. The 

SAM model uses three simplified iterations of design steps: evaluation, design, and development 

(Khan, 2022). The preparation phase is the first stage of information gathering and video 

background. The second stage is the iterative design phase, where the project planning and 

additional designing take place in a three-prong process, design, prototype, and evaluate. The 

third stage is the iterative development phase, where the design proof, alpha testing, beta testing, 

and gold release are conducted. Before the rollout, this stage is the development, 

implementation, and evaluation process. Using the SAM model, technical communicators could 

use the three iterations instead of the physical, cognitive, and affective designs better to 

understand the consumers’ desires and video outcomes. Although the SAM model can improve 

the videos with feedback from each iterative process, it is more time-consuming and can lack 

cohesion with different opinions. Technical communicators must build in time and resources if 

the SAM model replaces the IDQ framework. Since the SAM model required an iterative 

process, it would not work for this research study. Since the videos were already created and 

uploaded to YouTube, the IDQ framework was chosen for this study for its simplified approach 

to studying the consumers’ comments in the physical, cognitive, and affective designs. The IDQ 

rubric categorized the videos into good, average, and poor. 

 

Attention Relevance Confidence Satisfaction (ARCS) Model 

 The acronym ARCS is Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction. This 

instructional design model was founded by John M. Keller, Ph.D., in the late 1970s. The ARCS 
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Model is still being used today. It has been used as a framework in many studies around the 

world. Attention can be defined as how to capture the interest of the learner. This can be 

accomplished with active participation, the use of humor, conflict, variety, and real-world 

examples. After gaining the learner’s attention, the “R” in “Relevance” uses language, analogies, 

or stories that can link to the learners’ previous experience, perceived present worth, perceived 

future usefulness, models of success, or provide choices. This will eventually build the learners’ 

confidence or the “C” in ARCS. The level of confidence for the learners is to believe that they 

can succeed. This can be achieved by facilitating self-growth, communicating objectives and 

prerequisites, providing feedback, and giving the learners control over their learning process. 

Intrinsic and extrinsic are two types of motivation that can contribute to satisfaction. Intrinsic 

satisfaction is defined as reinforcement such as praise or rewards. It is the learners’ inner will. 

Extrinsic satisfaction is defined as rewards by doing something such as going to work to earn 

money. If these three components are achieved, then the learners’ satisfaction or the “S” in 

ARCS is accomplished. 

 Motivation and individual attributes such as confidence, self-efficacy, and attitudes are 

psychological characteristics for adult learners to or not to participate in adult lifelong learning 

activities (Boeren, 2017). During the COVID-19 global pandemic, students lacked motivation 

when they felt that some teachers did not understand how to use the media. The students could 

not engage and interact when the teachers only knew how to use the media as a one-way 

communication system (Qinghong, Xianglan, Yachao, & Xiaoying, 2022). 

The cognitive theory of multimedia (Mayer & Moreno, 2003) was considered instead of 

the ARCS Model since too much information in a single video could negatively influence 

learning outcomes. The working memory capacity would be overloaded and would hinder the 
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impact of the video on the consumers. Since YouTube does not reveal the consumers’ contact 

information, this conceptual framework would not work. The cognitive theory of multimedia was 

also considered to replace the IDQ framework by investigating potential distractable 

characteristics. However, it needed more breadth and depth with the physical, cognitive, and 

affective designs that had a crucial role in the research. 

The IDQ framework and the ARCS Model were used to understand the consumers’ 

responses to a single completed video by their thumb reactions and comments. In addition, the 

IDQ was used to analyze the characteristics indicated by the framework by using the Likert scale 

of a 1-5 rating. By combining these two conceptual frameworks, ARCS Model and IDQ, will 

examine the microlearning video production of the physical, cognitive, and affective designs and 

identify possible relationships between the consumer’s response to comments and likes and how 

this impacts the learner’s Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction (Figure 6). 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Conceptual Framework in Action  
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These two conceptual frameworks can help contribute to developing UGC for technical 

communication instructors, instructional designers, students, and anyone interested in developing 

a microlearning video with the viewer in mind.  

 

Summary 
 
 Microlearning has become a popular form of learning with small bite-size information. 

Free-of-charge UGC platforms such as YouTube have become popular in the U.S. Consumers 

can find news, and information or learn a new skill from the convenience of their workplace or 

home.  

This literature review has provided an overview of PD microlearning videos for all 

consumers. This study aims to contribute to the area of microlearning videos by offering two 

conceptual frameworks that might help USG to design their videos. The next chapter will further 

explain the research design and methodology for this study. 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 

 
The purpose of this quantitative content analysis study was to examine the professional 

development microlearning videos on YouTube. This was done using the instructional design 

quality (IDQ) in video production and consumers’ ratings and comments to compare their 

response using the ARCS Model (Attention, Relevance, Confidence, Satisfaction) and IDQ 

framework (physical design, cognitive design, affective design). The goal was to determine if 

there were any relationships among these variables. 

Five research questions addressed this study. 

RQ1: To what extent did microlearning videos exhibit the characteristics indicated by the 

IDQ framework?  

RQ2: How did the consumers rate the microlearning videos? 

RQ3: How many consumers’ comments were related to the ARCS Model: 
● Attention 
● Relevance 
● Confidence 
● Satisfaction 

 
 RQ4: How many consumers’ comments were related to the IDQ framework: 

● physical design 
● cognitive design 
● affective design 

 
RQ5: What was the relationship between the characteristics defined by the IDQ in 

microlearning videos to consumers’ ratings and comments? 

This chapter included the research design, conceptual framework, the role of the 

researcher, the pilot study, sample selection, instruments and procedures, data collection and 

documentation, data analysis, rigor, and concluded with a summary. 
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Research Design 
 

Content analysis dates to the late 1600s as empirical inquiries into the meaning of 

communication (Krippendorff, 2018). One of the oldest and most documented content analyses 

is the Songs of Zion hymns during the 18th century in Sweden. The hymns differed from the 

symbols used in the official songbook, and the controversy generated parts of content analysis 

and stimulated debates about the methodology that continues today (Krippendorff, 2018). 

Lasswell (as cited in Janowitz, 1968) analyzed the deciphering problem of wartime codes as a  

systematic approach to mass media while studying propaganda during World War I. Lasswell 

pioneered the study of public opinion and propaganda during World War II (Riley & Stoll, 

2020).  

With its roots in communication studies, content analysis describes the written or visual 

materials or artifacts, describes the characteristics of the materials, and looks at what meaning is 

reflected in these materials (Mayring, 2014). Content analysis can be used in quantitative (QT) 

and qualitative (QL) research with an inductive and deductive approach. Content analysis is a 

method of facts and statistics that results in numerical data such as measurements, values, and 

frequencies, or texts. Videos are considered text materials since the categories must be defined as 

text (Mayring, 2014). QL materials assigned to various categories can be supplemented by more 

complex statistical evaluation techniques in QT for analysis (Mayring, 2014). The QL content 

analysis is a research method for making replicable and valid inferences from data to their 

context (Krippendorff, 1989). This technique provides the data to become meaningful in ways 

that culture may not be aware of. It allows researchers to establish their context of inquiry 

(Krippendorff, 1989). QL content analysis is defined as quantification in the interest of 

exhaustive treatment and without special regard for frequencies (Kracauer, 1952). Berelson (as 
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cited in Kracauer, 1952) defines QL as focusing on the underlying intentions of its effects on the 

audience rather than the content of the communication, but QT focuses on the straight 

description of the content first. Berelson argues that QL analysis explores the whole of the 

content (Kracauer, 1952) instead of QT or numerical techniques. 

Shoemaker and Reese (1996) stated that media content is characterized by a wide range 

of phenomena such as the medium itself, production techniques, messages, source quotes, and 

context to understand the meaning. With Web 2.0 (second generation of the www that offers 

user-generated content from static pages), content has become easier to acquire since videotapes 

can be digitized and uploaded to the internet. Researchers can analyze interactive  

content from digital books, websites, software, social-and-non-social network sites, gaming, 

television programs, and videos that empower the content analyst. It is essential to distinguish 

between UGC posted to YouTube and content posted by other users on the same page, such as 

the comments section (Neuendorf, 2017). Table 3 is Lasswell’s Model of Communication, a 

linear model, but the concept of effect can be adapted into the digital age (Sapienza, Iyer, & 

Veenstra, 2015).  

Table 3. Lasswell’s Model of Communication Example  
 

Question Component How to Analyze Example of 
Component 

Who Communicator Control Analysis UGC 
Says What Message Content Analysis Subject Matter (PD) 
In What Channel Medium Media Analysis YouTube (Medium) 
To Whom Receiver Audience Analysis Consumers (Public) 
With What Effect Effect Effect Analysis Learn a new skill 
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Conceptual Framework 
 

This study combined two frameworks: Morain and Swarts (2012) Instructional Design 

Quality (IDQ) framework for assessing online instructional videos in Figure 7 and the ARCS 

Model shown in Figure 8. Morain and Swarts developed their assessment rubric using physical, 

cognitive, and affective designs. Access, viewability, and timing are subcategories of physical 

design. Accuracy, completeness, and pertinence are subcategories of cognitive design. 

Confidence, self-efficacy, and engagement are subcategories of affective design (Morain & 

Swarts, 2012).  

 

 

Figure 7. Morain & Swarts Conceptual Framework  
 

 
The ARCS Model comprises four elements: Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and 

Satisfaction. The ARCS Model was chosen for this study to learn if there were any consumer 

comments and if the comments were positive, neutral, or negative in the four categories.  
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Figure 8. ARCS Model 
 

 
By combining the IDQ and ARCS Model frameworks, the research investigated the user-

generated content (UGC) in PD microlearning videos and examined the relationship, if any. The 

alignment of research questions used both these conceptual frameworks. The conceptual 

frameworks are visualized in Figure 9.  

 

 
 

Figure 9. Conceptual Framework in Action 
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Eighteen commonly used video production styles can help or hinder the pedagogical 

objectives and desire to learn outcomes depending on the style chosen and the effectiveness to 

the consumer (Hansch, et al., 2015). The typologies of video productions in Figure 10 display an 

overview of the different varieties: 

1. actual paper/whiteboard 

2. animation 

3. classroom lecture 

4. conversation 

5. demonstration 

6. green screen 

7. interview 

8. Khan style table capture (chalk and talk) 

9. live video 

10. on-location 

11. picture-in-picture 

12. presentation slides with voice-over 

13. recorded seminar 

14. screencast 

15. talking head 

16. text overlay 

17. Udacity style tablet capture (chalk and talk) 

18. webcam capture 
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Figure 10. Typology of Video Production Styles 
 

 

Role of the Researcher 
 

The researcher has worked in Creative Services at national and international network 

broadcasting stations. Creative Services is a department within the broadcast company that 

promotes programs, such as television series, movies, sports, news, documentaries, and 

entertainment, for viewers to watch. The researcher has created approximately one-thousand 

promotions in multiple languages, also known as promos, trailers, and teasers. Promos are short 
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bite-size snippets to entice television viewers to watch the program advertised. During this time, 

she has conducted several workshops for media production companies to create various video 

promotions for the target audience or television viewers. The researcher designed, developed, 

and implemented many multilingual documentaries, and showreels.  

The researcher has an educational technology master’s degree and a graduate certificate 

in online learning and teaching. During this time, the researcher has learned how to incorporate 

innovative pedagogical methods into videos with the consumers in mind. The researcher brought 

this experience to review the UGC from YouTube videos. The researcher has not been involved 

or knows any of the UGC in any of the YouTube videos selected, and the selection process was 

completed through an advanced search using keywords. The researcher aimed to examine UGC 

on the subject matter of PD using microlearning videos from YouTube and apply the IDQ 

framework, viewer ratings, and viewer comments related to the ARCS Model and IDQ and 

determine any relationships among those variables. 

 

Pilot Study  
 

Conducting a pilot study can help identify potential practical problems, barriers and test 

the instrument's validity (Thomson, et al., 2014; van Teijlingen, & Hundley, 2014). The pilot 

study determined if the YouTube advanced search and the analytical software, Social Blade, 

could find the microlearning PD videos for career skills. Social Blade integrates several social 

media platforms to track user statistics for a deeper understanding of user growth and trends 

(Social Blade, 2021). After IRB approval, a pilot study was conducted in March 2021. 
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Instrumentation and Procedures 
 

A coding manual is crucial to provide coders with complete listings of all categories for 

each dimension that would be employed and provide guidance on how to interpret the 

measurements (Bryman, 2012). The researcher adopted the IDQ assessment rubric (Morain &  

Swarts, 2012) and typology of video production styles (Hansch et al., 2015) to develop the 

coding manual.  

The researcher followed the data analysis steps suggested for a typical process of content 

analysis: (a) theory; (b) conceptualizations; (c) operationalizations; (d) coding schemes; (e) 

sampling; (f) training and pilot testing; (g) final reliability; and (h) tabulation and reporting  

(Neuendorf, 2002).  

Seven of the 18 typologies (Hansch, et al., 2015) were chosen and used because they 

aligned closely with Relevance and Satisfaction. They were talking heads, presentation slides 

with voice-over, picture-in-picture, text overlay, chalk and talk (tablet capture), animation, and 

green screen. Animation can help improve learning outcomes (Hapsari, Hanif, Gunarhadi, & 

Roemintoyo, 2019) and motivate the consumer’s interest (Yunus, Salehi, & John, 2012). Talking 

head, green screen, presentation slides with voice-over, chalk and talk, and screencast such as 

picture-in-picture, text overlay are video production styles that engage the viewer (Guo, et al., 

2014).  

Each of the 18 typologies (Hansch et al., 2015), was placed in alphabetical order and 

assigned a numeric number instead of writing out the entire type of video to reduce the cell space 

on the spreadsheet. For example, given the numeric number one to “actual paper/whiteboard,” 

and the numeric number two to “animation” (Appendix A). Each video was assigned a number 

starting at 1 with the title and URL for identification purposes (Appendix B).  
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Each video was viewed entirely and scored as good, average, or poor using the Morain & 

Swartz IDQ matrix. There were three subcategories for each design: physical design 

(accessibility, viewability, and timing), cognitive design (accuracy, completeness, and 

pertinence), and affective design (confidence, self-efficacy, and engagement). Each video was 

further analyzed and placed in the assessment rubric into the physical, cognitive, or affective 

designs. These three designs have different objectives and goals, but they can increase clarity 

within their structures. The data were captured in spreadsheet (Appendix C).  

The thumbs icon was counted as the number of thumbs up, the number of thumbs down, 

and the total number (Appendix D). The number of views, the thumbs up/down icon, and 

positive and negative comments was captured on a spreadsheet using the designed video number 

assigned earlier.  

The comments were captured and analyzed using numerical and the consumers’ 

descriptive analysis. The consumers’ comments in the descriptive analysis were captured and 

evaluated in the relevant components of the ARCS Model and the designs of the IDQ 

framework. The comments were counted as the number of positive comments, the number of 

negative comments, and the total number of both. The comments were scored 1-4 points 

depending on how each relates to the ARCS Model components. If the comments related to all 

four components, a score of 4 was given. If the comments related to three components, a score of 

3 was given. If the comments related to two components, a score of 2 was given. If the 

comments related to one component, a score of 1 was given.  

The consumer information was placed in the spreadsheet (Appendix D). The QT data 

were imported into PSPP for statistical analysis of the data.  
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A correlation was used to examine the relationship between the IDQ assessment rubric 

and consumer responses using chi-square. 

 

Data Collection 
 

Seventeen YouTube microlearning videos were selected and logged for one 24-hour 

screening period in Spring 2021 using YouTube’s advanced search feature. The videos chosen 

were uploaded within the past 12 months (March 2019 to March 2020). The topic, “public 

speaking” was selected since this is a PD skill that can enhance self-confidence, develop critical 

thinking skills, and improve communication skills (Barnard, 2017). Since YouTube 

automatically finds keywords similar to the last one identified in the search function, the 

keywords used were PD public speaking, improving speaking skills, improving tips, and 

communication dos and dont’s. The video selection concentrated on user-generated content 

developed by people since corporate-produced videos usually have more resources and higher 

budgets. 

From the 17 microlearning videos, only three of the video production styles were found: 

12 talking heads, four animations, and one with text overlay.  

YouTube’s advanced search categorizes the video lengths into short or long. Videos with 

a total duration of four minutes or less are considered short and placed in the short category and 

any video length longer than four minutes is considered long and placed in the long category. 

According to Guo, Kim, and Rubin (2014), microlearning videos are approximately three 

minutes or shorter in length. Polasek and Javorcik (2019) say a span of five to seven minutes. 

Microlearning videos can vary up to 15 minutes in length (Buchem & Hamelmann, 2010; Cortez, 

2018; Kinnari-Korpela, 2015). The advanced search found videos with durations of four minutes 
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or less. The length of the videos ranged from just under one minute to nearly eight minutes. One 

video was selected that was nearly seven minutes long. This was mistakenly captured since the 

YouTube duration was not set to short videos.  

There were over 500 videos identified using these keywords; however, most of them did 

not meet the Social Blade criteria with at least 250,000 views cumulatively per content user. In 

summary, the criteria for the 17 microlearning videos used in the pilot study included: 

● YouTube videos with a duration of four minutes or less 

● YouTube videos spoken and written in the English language 

● YouTube videos uploaded within the past year 

● YouTube videos that met Social Blade’s criteria 

● YouTube videos with a minimum of 10 comments per video 

● YouTube videos focused on the PD topic of public speaking 

● User-generated content (UGC) YouTube videos that were not corporate-made or 

advertised a product or service 

 

Data Analysis and Findings 
 

The videos were scored according to its category with zero as poor video quality, 1-point 

as average video, and 2-points for good video quality. A perfect score was 27. Six of the videos 

(35%) received the maximum score of 27 in the physical, cognitive, and affective designs. The 

total maximum score derived from the three subcategories was 153, and the lowest score was 1. 

The minimum score was 16 for all three designs, while the maximum was 27. The mean was 24, 

and the mode was 27.  

For the first research question, to what extent did microlearning videos exhibited the 
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characteristics indicated by the IDQ framework, the Morain and Swarts assessment rubric was 

used for the videos. Each video was scored according to its category with zero as poor video 

quality, 1-point as average video, and 2-points for good video quality.  

For the second research question, how did the consumers rate the microlearning videos, 

the number of thumbs up and the number of thumbs down were counted in the pilot study as zero 

for thumbs down and 1-point for thumbs up. The categorical variable for thumbs up/down rating 

displayed more thumbs up than thumbs down for all the videos analyzed. 

The third research question was how many consumers’ comments were, rated to 

Relevance and Satisfaction in the ARCS Model. This was solely to classify the comments as 

positive or negative. Satisfaction and Relevance were measured by the consumers’ comments, 

such as if they learned something from the video or not. If the comments related to both 

Relevance and Satisfaction, they were coded in the most relevant category. For example, 

keywords such as “learn” were categorized as relevant, and “like” was categorized as 

satisfaction. The pilot study exhibited four comments for Relevance and 13 comments for 

Satisfaction. 

Research question four, what was the relationship between the characteristics defined by 

the IDQ in microlearning videos to consumers’ ratings and comments. The IDQ assessment 

rubric, consumers’ ratings, and consumers’ comments were analyzed to determine relationships 

between the variables if any. The two hypotheses’ theories were proven correct in the pilot study. 

There was a relationship. As consumers’ ratings and comments were more positive, the IDQ also 

displayed more positive results.  
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Modifications Based on Pilot Study 
 

There were several coding mistakes in the pilot study. There were 12 modifications from 

the pilot study to the final research: 

1. Social Blade did not enhance the research study since it is based on higher statistical 

criteria than UGC; therefore, Social Blade will not be used for the final research.  

2. There were less than five comments on many videos that had high viewership. Lowering 

the comments from 10 to five helped qualify videos for the pilot study and provided data 

for RQ3 & RQ4. 

3. One research question was added to classify the IDQ comments (research question 4). 

4. Choosing videos uploaded in the past year limited the number of videos. Expanding 

YouTube’s uploaded date to accept videos within the past three years will increase the 

total amount for the final study.  

5. Many advertisements or commercial-type videos were not considered since they were 

outside the scope of the study. Some of the videos cleverly incorporated a product 

midway through or towards the end of the video. For example, the second video 

promoted a product halfway through it but was accepted since it met all the prerequisites. 

In the future, if a video meets this requirement but promotes or sells a product or service 

that is not of its own, the video will be eliminated as part of the study.  

6. It was surprising to learn that a PD topic such as public speaking only had a few videos 

that qualified for the pilot study. The researcher will conduct additional research on the 

PD subject before narrowing it down to a specific topic for the breadth and depth of 

videos.  
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7. Zero algorithms are not a valid number in PSPP and are not summed as a value. The 

software could not distinguish between zero points and no points; therefore, a zero point 

for poor video quality was modified to 1-point. The scoring will change from a 3-point 

scale to a 5-point scale. The scale range will be from 1-poor video to 5-good video.  

8. Modifications were made to the IDQ Coding Matrix (Appendix C) and Consumer Coding 

Matrix (Appendix D). 

9. All 18 video production styles will be used for the research. 

10. The number of thumbs up and thumbs down was counted in the pilot study as zero for 

thumbs down and 1-point for thumbs up. The categorical variable for thumbs up/down 

rating restricted the data set and will change to percentages for a more in-depth review.  

11. The pilot study uncovered an additional research question. How were the consumers’ 

comments related to physical design, cognitive design, and affective design in the IDQ 

framework? 

12. RQ5 will be analyzed using Pearson’s r and not Chi-square since the data were to 

measure the correlation coefficient to determine if there was a significant relationship 

between the two variables. 

 

Sample Selection 
 

Sampling allows the researcher to reduce the number of units from the total population or 

units for a manageable subset (Bryman, 2012). However, the study could become complex, time-

consuming, and increase costs if the sample is too big or samples with not enough units can have 

a disproportionate number of outliers and anomalies that could skew the results (Bryan, 2012; 

Qualtrics, 2021).  
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YouTube videos are public, and the content is accessible to any internet viewer. Since 

YouTube does not require internet users to log in to view videos with a username and password, 

there was no identifiable private information. The data collected for this study did not require 

any interaction with the person who posted the video online or the persons viewing it.  

Since YouTube videos are uploaded daily in various categories, there is no set population 

size. Suppose a population is an unknown number or estimated range, the sample size can be 

calculated using a population size of 100 with a confidence level of 95% and a 5% margin of 

error. For example, if the population is 200, with a 95% confidence level and a 5% margin of 

error, the ideal sample size is 132, or if the population size is 100, the ideal sample is 80 

(Qualtrics, 2021). As the sample size increases, the sampling error decreases (Bryman, 2012).  

Sampling followed a three-step procedure. The first step used YouTube advanced search 

to select microlearning videos within the past three years with a duration of four minutes or less 

in the PD topic on how to interview virtually and online etiquette tips. This topic is relevant since 

nearly 28 million workers filed new claims for unemployment benefits in response to the 

beginning of the global coronavirus pandemic, COVID-19 (Barrero, Bloom, & Davis, 2020). 

The PD topic was how to interview online and virtual etiquette tips with their URLs was 

captured within a two-week timeframe. Second, each video was viewed to ensure it met an 

instructional aim and was not a commercial ad since these were eliminated for this study. The 

analysis would begin if the sample size range were between 80 to 132. If the sample size is less 

than 80, step three would be open for an additional two-week timeframe to select additional 

microlearning videos. For this study, the ideal sample size was indicated to be between 80 to 

132, but the final sample was 80. 
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YouTube has been a media source for many content analysis studies (Alias, Hajar, Razak, 

elHadad, Kunjambu, & Muniandy, 2013; Basch, Yalamanchili, & Fera, 2021; Bhatia, 2018; 

Chen, Chang, & Yeh, 2017). A content analysis of music videos (Baxter, De Riemer, Landini, 

Leslie, & Singletary, 1985) sampled 62 MTV music videos aired for one week. The music videos 

were analyzed and placed into 23 content categories. Creamer and Ghoston (2012) used a mixed-

methods analysis on 48 colleges of engineering mission statements from their prospective 

websites without human interaction.  

In summary, Table 4 displays the video sample criteria for the final study.  

 

Table 4. Microlearning Video Criteria 

Source Criteria 
  
YouTube Duration of four minutes or less 

 
YouTube Spoken and written in the English language 

 
YouTube Uploaded within the past three years 

 
YouTube Minimum of five comments per video 

 
YouTube Focused on the PD topic of interviewing for a job, including 

virtual conference calls, interview tips, and effective virtual 
meetings 
 

User-generated content  
(UGC) 
 

Not corporate-made or advertised a product or service 
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Instrumentation and Procedures 
 

The content analysis codebook was designed to register its data in the statistical package 

for the social sciences (SPSS) analysis tool using the Likert scale, the number of thumbs up and 

down, and the number of positive, neutral, and negative comments per video. The study did not 

analyze the videos' content, but the videos' quality was measured from the inclusion criteria, as 

shown in Table 4. 

A coding manual is crucial to provide coders with complete listings of all categories for 

each dimension employed and provide guidance on interpreting the dimensions (Bryman, 2012). 

The researcher adopted the IDQ assessment rubric (Morain & Swarts, 2012) and typology of 

video production styles (Hansch et al., 2015) to develop a coding manual. Table 5 illustrates the 

research questions and how the data were collected.  

This study did not use content analysis to quantify and analyze the videos' meanings and 

relationships, words, themes, or concepts. This study used the combined conceptual frameworks 

for the Likert scale to score the videos from one to five. Scoring was used to count the number of 

thumbs up and down, the total number of thumbs, and the number of positive, neutral, and 

negative comments. The consumers liked or disliked the video and displayed their feelings with 

thumbs reactions and positive, neutral, or negative comments. 

Like can be defined as having positive feelings about the video. The video could have 

impacted the consumer to having a positive sense and therefore clicking the thumbs up icon. 

Dislike is the opposite of like. The video could have affected the consumer to disfavor the video, 

for whatever reason, and therefore click the thumbs down icon. The consumers liked or disliked 

the video and displayed their feelings with thumbs reactions and positive, neutral, or negative 

comments. 
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Table 5. Research Questions and Instruments 

Research Question Data Collected Score / Rubric Data Analysis 
RQ1:  
To what extent  
did microlearning  
videos exhibit the 
characteristics  
indicated by the  
IDQ framework? 
  

 
Videos rated in the  
physical design,  
cognitive design,  
& affective design 

 
1 = poor  
2 = below average  
3 = average  
4 = above average  
5 = good  

 
Quantitative 
Descriptive 
Statistics 

RQ2:  
How did the consumers’  
rate the  
microlearning  
videos? 
 
  

 
Totaled number of thumbs  
Counted the number of thumbs up  
Counted the number of thumbs 
down 

 
Totaled number  
of thumbs  
Totaled number  
of thumbs up  
Totaled number  
of thumbs down 
  

 
Quantitative 
Descriptive 
Statistics 

RQ3:  
How many  
consumers’  
comments  
were related to the 
ARCS Model: 
Attention 
Relevance 
Confidence 
Satisfaction 

 
Counted the number of  
total comments 
 
 
 
Counted the number of positive, 
neutral, and negative comments 
for Attention, Relevance, 
Confidence, Satisfaction 

 
Totaled number  
of comments 
 
 
 
Percentage of positive, neutral, 
negative comments for 
Attention, Relevance, 
Confidence, Satisfaction 
 
  

 
Quantitative 
Descriptive 
Statistics 

RQ4:  
How many consumers’  
comments  
were related to the  
IDQ Framework: 
physical design 
cognitive design 
affective design 

 
Counted the number 
of total comments 
 
Counted the number  
of positive, neutral, and negative 
comments for Physical Design, 
Cognitive Design, Affective 
Design 
  

 
Totaled number  
of comments 
 
Percentage of positive,  
neutral, negative comments  
for Physical Design, Cognitive 
Design, Affective Design 

 
Quantitative 
Descriptive 
Statistics 

RQ5:  
What was the  
relationship between  
the characteristics  
defined by the IDQ  
in microlearning videos 
to consumers’ ratings 
and comments? 

 
Data scores from 
RQ1, RQ2, RQ3,  
& RQ4 

 
Analyzed between  
production (RQ1)  
& consumption  
(RQ2, RQ3, RQ4) 

 
Quantitative 
Descriptive 
Statistics  
Inferential 
Statistics  
Pearson’s r 
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Data Collection 
 

Data were collected from YouTube videos within a one-week timeframe. The advanced 

search was used to find videos with durations of four minutes or less. The PD topic on how to 

interview virtually with their URLs was captured onto a spreadsheet. The topic chosen was 

relevant and timely PD skills since the COVID-19 pandemic has shifted the in-person workplace 

to an online environment. Learning how to interview in a virtual world can enhance self-

confidence and improve communication skills (Barnard, 2017).  

On March 20, 2021, YouTube used its Twitter feed and tweeted, “In response to creator 

feedback around well-being and targeted dislike campaigns, we’re testing a few new designs that 

don’t show the public dislike count.” The tweet explained that creators could still view the exact 

number of likes and dislikes (YouTube, 2021). On November 10, 2021, YouTube announced 

that the thumbs down icon would be hidden from the public to protect its creators from 

harassment. This action would stop groups like trolls from targeting with dislike attacks found 

from their experimental testing earlier in the year. Their research concluded that the thumbs 

down icon could be interpreted by the public as the videos were clickbait, spam, or misleading 

(Perez, 2021). Since the data collection was completed in October 2021, YouTube’s thumbs 

down icon did not affect this study.  

 

Data Analysis 
 
 Data were analyzed for each of the five research questions. For RQ 1-4, quantitative 

descriptive statistics were used. For RQ5, quantitative descriptive statistics, inferential statistics, 

and Pearson’s r were conducted. Pearson’s r was preferred over Chi-square since the data were 

to correlate one variable with another variable. Chi-square focuses on the relationship between 
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two variables, but it does not specify what type of relationship as Pearson’s r focuses on the 

differences in a direction, such as if the relationship is linear or not. For the purposes of this 

study, Pearson’s r was chosen since it would determine whether the correlation coefficient 

displayed a significant relationship between the two variables while defining the direction of the 

relationship. Even though PSPP was used for the pilot study, the researcher chose SPSS to 

conduct the study for a broader range of statistical analyses and data management tools.  

For RQ1: To what extent did microlearning videos exhibit the characteristics indicated by 

the IDQ framework, a Likert scale rating of 1-5 on each of the physical, cognitive, and affective 

designs was used. The Likert scale rating was interpreted as 1=poor, 2=below average, 

3=average, 4=above average, and 5=good).  

For RQ2: How did the consumers’ rate the microlearning videos, the number and 

percentage of thumbs up and thumbs down were counted.  

For RQ3: How many consumers’ comments were related to the ARCS Model, the total 

number of comments and percentage of positive, neutral, and negative comments were counted 

and calculated. The classification approach was used for the consumers’ comments. This 

provided a systematic approach and coherent structure to the comments. All the consumers’ 

comments were reviewed, arranged, and classified into positive, neutral, or negative categories. 

After completing the comment classifications, they were counted for the total number in each 

category. 

● Attention: counted the number and percentage of positive, neutral, negative, and the total 

number of comments  

● Relevance: counted the number and percentage of positive, neutral, negative, and the 

total number of comments 
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● Confidence: counted the number and percentage of positive, neutral, negative, and the 

total number of comments 

● Satisfaction: counted the number and percentage of positive, neutral, negative, and the 

total number of comments 

For RQ4: How many consumers’ comments were related to the IDQ framework, the total 

number of comments and percentage of positive, neutral, and negative comments were counted 

and calculated. The classification approach was used for the consumers’ comments. This 

provided a systematic approach and coherent structure to the comments. All the consumers’ 

comments were reviewed, arranged, and classified into positive, neutral, or negative categories. 

After completing the comment classifications, they were counted for the total number in each 

category.  

● Physical Design: counted the number and percentage of positive, neutral, negative, and 

the total number of comments 

● Cognitive Design: counted the number and percentage of positive, neutral, negative, and 

the total number of comments 

● Affective Design: counted the number and percentage of positive, neutral, negative, and 

the total number of comments 

For RQ5: What was the relationship between the characteristics defined by the IDQ in 

microlearning videos to the consumers’ ratings and comments? Pearson correlation coefficient 

(r) was used since it measured a relationship between two variables: the characteristics defined 

by the IDQ to the consumers’ ratings and comments. Pearson’s r measures a linear correlation 

and the strength and direction of the relationship between the two variables. Using Pearson’s r, 

RQ5 would display a positive correlation if the r is between 0 and 1. This means that both 
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variables would follow the same direction even if the direction of one variable changes. The 

strength of the r would be weak if the value is between 0 and .3, moderate if the r value is 

between .3 and .5, and strong if the r value is more significant than .5. 

The variables would have no correlation or relationship if the r is 0; without a 

relationship, there is no strength or direction. A weak negative correlation would occur if the r is 

between 0 and -3, meaning that the variables would go in opposite directions. The strength of the 

r value would be moderate negative between -.3 and -.5, and strong negative if the r value is less 

than -.5 (Turney, 2022). 

 

Description of the Sample Sets 
  

In the final study, a total of 467 microlearning videos were reviewed using the following 

criteria from the lessons learned from the pilot study outcome. Table 6 displays the description of 

the sample sets. 

 

Table 6. Microlearning Video Criteria 

Source Criteria 
  
YouTube Duration of four minutes or less 

 
YouTube Spoken and written in the English language 

 
YouTube Uploaded within the past three years 

 
YouTube Minimum of five comments per video 

 
YouTube Focused on the PD topic of interviewing for a job, 

including virtual conference calls, interview tips, and 
effective virtual meetings 
 

User-generated content  
(UGC) 

Not corporate-made or advertised a product or service 
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Each video was viewed twice. The first video viewing was to identify the videos that fit 

the criteria. These were recorded on a spreadsheet with a video number, title of the video, the 

URL, date uploaded or published, the length, total views, video type, and total comments.  

The second video viewing was to analyze and rate the IDQ framework and comments relevant to 

the ARCS Model and the IDQ framework. The second viewing disqualified 387 videos because 

there were not enough total comments, or the comments fields were turned off.  

Some of the reasons why the videos were disqualified were that the subject matter turned 

out to be different from the video's title, corporate videos, the length was too long, and the videos 

were older than three years. Even using YouTube’s advanced search to ensure videos were four 

minutes or less and the date was published within the past three years, some of the videos fell 

through their filtering system. Some of the videos that qualified for this study were taken out 

after learning the comments were less than five because the presenter wrote comments to the 

consumer for engagement or feedback. The presenter’s feedback did not count as a comment 

which lowered the total comments on some videos. For example, one video had 13 comments, 

but only three were relevant since the presenter engaged with the consumers for the other ten 

comments. The videos were captured for two weeks in September 2021. When the threshold of 

qualified videos fell under 80, additional videos were viewed for two weeks in October 2021.  

There was a total of 80 videos analyzed for this study. 

 

Validity and Reliability 

 Validity and reliability were addressed in this study. Validity is whether the instrument 

used measures what it claims to measure for the interpretation and meaning of the scores (Ary, 
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Jacobs, Sorensen Irvine, & Walker, 2017). Morain and Swarts IDQ assessment rubric and the 

typology of video production styles (Hansch et al., 2015) was incorporated into the first coding 

manual. The second coding manual was focused on the consumer’s consumption of the video, 

and their feedback was gathered for data purposes. Content validity is the extent to which a 

research instrument accurately measures the construct (Heale & Twycross, 2015). The research 

questions were viewed to ensure appropriate representation of the analyzed videos. 

Reliability is the accuracy or degree of consistency in which the instrument measures 

what it is purported to measure (Ary, et al., 2017). Intercoder reliability is two or more 

independent coders' agreement on instruments at a particular time to evaluate the characteristics 

of the message or artifact and correlate their findings (Stemler, 2004; Tinsley & Weiss, 2000). 

The second rater was used for the data analysis to conduct a random sample and check 

comparisons of the videos to see if both individuals agreed (Ary, et al., 2017). Cohen’s kappa 

coefficient was used to determine the consistency in ranking items or classifying items into 

mutually exclusive categories.  

A second rater coded a random sample of the videos using a Likert scale to agree on the 

frequency ratings. The Likert scale was a five-point scale with one as the lowest and five as the 

highest. The second rater watched 38 videos or 48% of all of the videos. After coding the videos, 

the second rater met with the researcher and made comparisons. Of the 38 videos rated by the 

second rater, there was more than 50% between the second rater’s ratings and the researcher’s 

ratings. The researcher and inter-rater reviewed and discussed the videos that had the largest 

discrepancies but agreed to keep the original frequency ratings. Utilizing a second rater increased 

the study's reliability (Ary, et al., 2017). Cohen’s kappa coefficient was used to determine inter-
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rater reliability. The inter-rater reliability score was 0.73, indicating substantial agreement (Ary, 

et al., 2017). 

 

Summary 

The purpose of this quantitative content analysis study was to examine the professional 

development microlearning videos on YouTube. This was done using the instructional design 

quality (IDQ) in video production and consumers’ ratings and comments to compare their 

response using the ARCS Model (Attention, Relevance, Confidence, Satisfaction) and IDQ 

framework (physical design, cognitive design, affective design). The goal was to determine if 

there were any relationships among these variables. 

Chapter 4 reviews the findings. 
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CHAPTER 4. FINDINGS 
 
 

This chapter includes the outcomes of the five research questions and the summary.  

The purpose of this quantitative content analysis study was to examine the professional 

development microlearning videos on YouTube. This was done using the instructional design 

quality (IDQ) in video production and consumers’ ratings and comments to compare their 

response using the ARCS Model (Attention, Relevance, Confidence, Satisfaction) and IDQ 

framework (physical design, cognitive design, affective design). The goal was to determine if 

there were any relationships among these variables. 

Table 7 displays descriptive statistics related to the videos’ lengths and number of views. 

The shortest video length was 0:25, and the longest duration was 3:58. The average (mean) 

duration of the videos was 2:52 (SD=0:50). The video with the least number of views was 194, 

and the video with the most views was 1,275,029. The average (mean) number of views was 

88,071.61 (SD=172,779.37).  

 
 
Table 7. Descriptive Statistics of Video Length and Number of Views 
 

 

 

 

 

 Table 8 displays the durations of the video lengths from the shortest length to the longest 

length and the total number of videos that fit in each of the categories.  

 

Types n Mean SD Min Max 

Video Lengths 80 2:52 0:50 0:25 3:58 

Video Views 80 88,071.61 172,779.37 194 1,275,029 
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Table 8. Video Lengths in Minutes and Seconds 

 

Video Lengths  Total Videos 

0:25 - 1:00 3 

1:01 - 1:30 3 

1:31 - 2:00 7 

2:01 - 2:30 11 

2:31 - 3:00 15 

3:01 - 3:30 21 

3:31 - 4:00 20 

N = 80 
 
  
 
 Figure 11 displays the number of views per videos. Appendix B displays the number of 

video views. 

 

 
 

Figure 11.  Number of Views Per Video 
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Table 9 displays the descriptive statistics of the total video comments, the ARCS Model 

comments, and IDQ comments. In total, there were 3,298 comments. The video with the least 

number of comments had five, and the video with most comments had 309. The mean number of 

comments per video was 41.23 (SD=59.99). Of the 3,298 comments, the four components of the 

ARCS Model had a maximum of 135 comments with an average (mean) of 19.21 (SD=26.44). 

The three designs in the IDQ had a maximum of 213 comments with an average (mean) of 20.98 

(SD=36.69). 

 

Table 9. Descriptive Statistics of Video Comments 

 

Comments n Mean SD Min Max 

Total Video Comments 80 41.23 59.99 5 309 

ARCS Comments 80 19.21 26.44 0 135 

IDQ Comments 80 20.98 36.69 0 213 
 

Out of the 80 videos, only eight of the 18 (44%) typologies (Hansch, et al., 2015) were 

used. Table 10 displays the eight commonly used typologies of video production styles. The 

most popular video was talking head, followed by demonstration, text overlay, and presentation 

slides with voice-over. Animation and interviews were tied as the fifth most used video typology. 

The sixth most used production style was also tied with actual paper/whiteboard and on-location.  

Of the 80 videos, 44 (55%) used a combination of either two or three video production 

styles. The most popular video production styles were talking head and demonstration, talking 

head with text overlay, and demonstration with text overlay. Only four of the videos (5%) used 

three typologies. Three videos (4%) used a talking head, text overlay, and demonstration 
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production style. The fourth video used a combination of a talking head, text overlay, and on-

location.  

The ten video production styles not used in the 80 qualifying videos were classroom 

lecture, conversation, green screen, Khan style table capture (chalk and talk), live video, picture-

in-picture, recorded seminar, screencast, Udacity style tablet capture (chalk and talk) and 

webcam capture.  

 

Table 10. Most Frequent Typologies of Video Production 

Rank    Typology  n % 

1    Talking Head 56 70 

2    Demonstration 40 50 

3    Text Overlay 20 25 

4    Presentation Slides with Voice-Over 4 .05 

5    Animation 3 .04 

5    Interview 3 .04 

6    Actual Paper/Whiteboard 1 .01 

6    On-Location 1 .01 

 

 
The next sections analyzed the five research questions that guided this study.  

 

Research Question 1: Microlearning Videos and IDQ Framework 
 

In response to the first research question, to what extent did microlearning videos exhibit 

the characteristics indicated by the IDQ framework, the researcher used a Likert scale rating of 

1-5 for each of the physical, cognitive, and affective designs in the IDQ framework. The Likert 
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scale rating was defined as 1=poor, 2=below average, 3=average, 4=above average, and 5=good. 

To score the maximum of 15 points, the videos had to exhibit the characteristics of each of the 

physical, cognitive, and affective designs.  

In the area of physical design, three characteristics of the videos were evaluated: 

accessibility, viewability, and timing. Accessibility was if the video allows the viewer to focus 

on areas of the screen relevant to the instruction, such as cropping any irrelevant details and 

materials or not showing enough information. Viewability was the production quality of the 

audio, video, and text to ensure they are sufficient to make the content tolerably watchable. 

Timing was the pace to ensure it is easy for the viewers to follow the content. The highest score 

of five points was given to a video if accessibility, viewability, and timing were successfully met 

in the physical design. If any of these videos did not meet the three requirements, the score 

ranged from one to four. 

In area of cognitive design, three characteristics of the video were assessed: accuracy, 

completeness, and pertinence. Accuracy was defined as the content presented without errors of 

fact and execution. Completeness was content presented in an organized superstructure with 

sufficient detail to be accurate, such as introductory slides that forecast tasks and objectives or 

headings that remind viewers of the functions shown. Pertinence was the content related to the 

instructional goal, such as editing the video to reduce unnecessary complexity or adding helpful 

and clarifying details to the consumer. Five points were awarded in cognitive design if accuracy, 

completeness, and pertinence were met at the highest level. If all three of these were not met, the 

score ranged between one to four. 

In the area of affective design, confidence was defined by the narrator’s knowledge and 

skill while presenting the content. Self-efficacy describes if the video persuades the consumers 
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that they can complete the tasks that are the focus of attention. Some methods included 

demonstrating the task or using picture-in-picture to heighten the content presented. Engagement 

establishes if the video appeals to the consumer to express interest and motivation. Five points 

were awarded in affective design if the videos’ confidence, self-efficacy, and engagement were 

met at the highest level. If all three of these were not met, the score ranged between one to four. 

 Videos could have received a minimum score of one in each area of physical, cognitive, 

and affective design, resulting in a total score of three, indicating a poor IDQ rating. In contrast, 

videos could have received a maximum score of five in each area of physical, cognitive, and 

affective design, resulting in total score of 15, indicating a good IDQ rating. 

 

Quantitative Results for RQ1 

 Table 11 summarizes the IDQ rating scores. Of the 80 videos, 23 (28.75%) received the 

maximum score of 15 points. The mode for the physical, cognitive, and affective designs was 

five. The cognitive design had a median of five while the physical and affective designs had a 

median of four. This is not surprising since 61 videos (0.76%) rated between 11-15 points; 

therefore, the mode and median also scored higher. These 23 videos rated highly because they 

exhibited high-quality video production from the IDQ framework in all three categories: 

physical, cognitive, and affective.  

There were 38 (47.5%) videos that received a rating between 11-14 points. These 38 

videos rated well in the nine elements of the IDQ framework but missed some critical factors in 

the physical, cognitive, and affective designs. There were different combinations that would 

change the highest score from 15 to 11-14. For example, a video could receive a 5-point rating in 

both the physical and cognitive designs with a total of 10-points, but missed displaying 
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confidence, lacked self-efficacy, or could not keep the consumers motivated and interested. This 

video would receive a rating of 11-14 points depending on how well or poorly the affective 

design was used since the rating would be between one and five. One video received a 5-point 

rating in the cognitive and affective designs and displayed an organizational superstructure but 

lacked accessibility in the physical design. The camera angle was too broad, and the background 

showed a messy bedroom. This video received a 3-rating in the physical design, which lowered 

the score to 13 points. Other videos scored high in the cognitive and affective designs, but the 

narration was too fast for the consumers to follow. Another video scored 5-points in the physical 

and affective designs but lacked elements in the cognitive design, in which the total points were 

13. Even though the narrator scored well, displaying confidence, self-efficacy, and engagement, 

the content was based on an opinion that was not factual. 

There were 17 (21.4%) videos that received a rating between 6-10. These 17 videos 

conveyed some of the nine elements in the IDQ framework but lacked certain sections from the 

physical, cognitive, and affective designs or all three. These videos were more at risk for 

consumers to click out of before completion since they needed to execute better results in one, 

two, or three design elements. Most of the 17 videos did not have a 5-rating in the physical, 

cognitive, or affective designs. One video had a 3-rating for each design, while another scored a 

3-rating in physical and cognitive designs but only a 1-rating in the affective design. One video 

scored a 5-rating in the cognitive design but only a 1-rating in both the physical and affective 

designs. Regardless of the ratings in each design, these videos fell short in the various designs. 

Some examples included poor microphone quality, such as loud background noises while the 

narrator was speaking, distortion because of a technical issue, or breathing noises that became 

distracting. Other examples included that the content was incorrect, the script was unorganized, 
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which made it challenging to follow, and the narrator did not show confidence in the subject 

matter or in front of the camera, which would require more rehearsals. The narrator did not 

elaborate enough on the focus of instruction, leaving the consumers wondering if they will be 

successful at trying this task. The tasks were defined in the PD topic such as tips for a better 

speaking voice, virtual job interview tips, dress code for virtual meetings, a 60-second self-

introduction, using a virtual whiteboard, how to advance your career, virtual body language, 

using software such as Microsoft Teams, how to give a presentation, and how to overcome fear 

and nervousness. 

Two videos (2.5%) scored three points each and were placed in the 0-5 lowest rating 

category. The total IDQ mean was 12.30 (SD=2.80). These two videos received a 1-rating for 

each area of design. These lower scores indicated that a high-quality video production from the 

IDQ framework was not displayed. There were many elements that needed to be improved in 

each design category to receive a higher rating. 

 

Table 11.  Number of Videos by IDQ Ratings (n = 80) 

0 – 5       6 – 10      11 - 15 

# % # % # % 

2 2.5% 17 21.4% 61 76.3% 
 

 

Research Question 2: Consumers’ Ratings of the Microlearning Videos 
 

In response to the second research question, which asked, how did consumers rate the 

microlearning videos, the researcher used quantitative descriptive statistical analysis to capture 

how consumers rated the microlearning videos. All ratings were on a binary scale registered as a 
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thumbs up or a thumbs down. A total of six elements met the video criteria for this study as 

shown in Table 12. 

 

Table 12. Criteria Used to Identify Microlearning Videos 

Criteria (Source) 

 
1. Duration of four minutes or less (YouTube) 
 
2. Spoken and written in the English language (YouTube) 
 
3. Uploaded within the past three years (YouTube) 
 
4. Minimum of five comments per video (YouTube) 
 
5. Focused on the PD topic of interviewing for a job, including virtual conference calls, 
interview tips, and effective virtual meetings (YouTube) 
 
6. Not corporate-made or advertised a product or service (User-generated content) 
 

 

All 80 videos were captured during two weeks in September 2021, but after viewing the 

videos, not all met the six criteria elements. To reach the minimum of 80 videos, the researcher 

found videos that met the six criteria elements during two weeks in October 2021.  

Only one video had a total of ten comments but zero thumb ratings. Since the six criteria 

selection did not include a minimum of thumbs up, thumbs down, or total thumbs threshold, this 

video met all the six qualifiers and was accepted in this research. For the purpose of this study 

and since YouTube is accessible 24 hours daily all year round, the researcher checked this video 

for any thumb reactions and found 2,000 additional views and six more comments, but no further 

thumb interactions on February 1, 2022. The 2,000 additional views and six additional comments 
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were not updated in the data set since the other 79 videos would also have to been updated, and 

this was not part of the research study. 

Quantitative Results for RQ2 

Table 13 displays the descriptive statistics of thumbs up and thumbs down ratings. In 

general, consumers responded with more thumbs up than thumbs down. Among the 80 videos 

reviewed, there was a total of 113,904 thumbs up ratings and 6,620 thumbs down ratings. The 

largest number of thumbs up ratings for a single video was 21,000 and the lowest number of 

thumbs up ratings was zero. The largest number of thumbs down ratings for a video was 1,903 

and the lowest number of thumbs down ratings was zero. The average (mean) number of thumbs 

up ratings was 1,423 (SD=3067.15). The average (mean) number of thumbs down ratings was 

82.75 (SD=236.56). This was based on 80 videos, even though one of the videos did not have 

any ratings.  

 

Table 13. Summary of Thumbs Up and Thumbs Down Ratings  

Thumbs n    Mean    SD Min Max 
Up 80 1423.80 3067.15 0 21,000 
Down 80 82.75 236.56 0 1,903 
 

 

In general, consumers reacted with more thumbs up ratings than thumbs down ratings. 

However, a numeric formula was used to compute the ratio of thumbs up ratings to thumbs down 

ratings for each video. The formula, (Number of Thumbs Up Ratings /(Number of Thumbs Up 

Ratings + Number of Thumbs Down Ratings))*100, divided the total number of thumbs up 

ratings by the total number of thumbs up and thumbs down ratings. The purpose of the numeric 
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formula was to create a reasonable way of quantifying the ratio of positive to negative ratings for 

a single video. The ratios could be between 0 and 100. A ratio of zero meant a video had only 

thumbs down ratings. A ratio of 100 meant the video had only thumbs up ratings. All other ratios 

between 0 and 100 meant the videos had some combination of thumbs up and thumbs down 

ratings. In general, the closer the ratios were to 100 the more thumbs up ratings the videos 

received compared to number of thumbs down ratings they received. In contrast, the closer the 

ratios were to zero the more thumbs down ratings the videos received compared to the number of 

thumbs ups ratings they received. A video with the same number of thumbs up ratings and 

thumbs down ratings would have a ratio of 50. For example, the thumbs up ratings the first video 

received was 851, but it only received 16 thumbs down ratings. Therefore, the ratio of thumbs up 

to thumbs down was 98.15, which indicated a high degree of thumbs up to thumbs down ratings. 

Appendix E displays the number of thumbs up and their ratios, thumbs down and their ratios, and 

the total number of thumbs for each video. 

The average (mean) ratio of thumbs up to thumbs up plus thumbs down was 95.14% for 

all videos. The individual ratio video with the lowest percentage was 72.41%, and the highest 

ratio individual video was 100%. The mode ratio of thumbs up to thumbs up plus thumbs down 

was 95.17%, and this can be interrupted as most consumers hit the thumbs up icon because the 

video resonated with them. The median ratio for the thumbs up to thumbs up plus thumbs down 

was 96.77%, signifying a positive consumer response. Overall, the ratio of thumbs up to thumbs 

up plus thumbs down reflected higher concurrences of consumers’ affirmation or approval of the 

videos.  

The thumbs icon is based on the consumer’s opinions and their trustworthiness; however, 

there is no proof to quantify the data since there is no identifiable private information for 
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YouTube responses. It is assumed that the consumers’ felt a strong connection or emotion to the 

videos; however, since they are anonymous, this can only be an assumption. There was a 

significant quantity of positive thumbs up than opposing thumbs in every video. Regardless of 

whether there are more thumbs up than down, the thumbs icon can be directly linked to the 

consumers’ need to signify their opinions. Consumers used a self-selection process to interact 

with the video with approval, disapproval, or not at all.  

 

Research Question 3: Consumers’ Comments ARCS Model 
 

In response to the third research question, which asked, how many consumers’ comments 

were related to Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction in the ARCS Model, the 

researcher used quantitative descriptive statistical analysis and counted the number and 

percentage of positive, neutral, negative, and total comments in each category.  

 

Quantitative Results for RQ3 

Table 14 summarizes the total number of ARCS Model comments in percentages within 

each category. Appendix F displays the breakdowns of the positive, neutral, and negative 

comments on Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction. Commenting on videos is 

another form of engagement with the UGC, and consumers can self-select if they want to interact 

or not. 

Instead of a rating system, the total number of comments was counted. Each comment 

was viewed and placed in a positive, neutral, or negative category for Attention, Relevance, 

Confidence, and Satisfaction. The minimum number of comments that were accepted in this 

study was five. The scale was zero to 1,537 comments. Some of the comments identified were 
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not placed in the ARCS category but in the affective design area of the IDQ framework. For 

example, comments about the presenter’s voice, attire, or hairstyle did not fit in the Attention, 

Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction comment categories in the ARCS Model or the physical 

or cognitive designs in the IDQ framework. 

 

Table 14. Video Comments by ARCS Component and Sentiment  

 
 Attention Relevance Confidence Satisfaction TOTAL 

 n % n % n % n % n % 
Positive 1 25 533 97 4 100 938 96 1,476  96 
Neutral 1 25 18 3 0 0 23 3 42  3  
Negative 2 50 1 0 0 0 16 1  19 1  
 

Table 15 display the positive, neutral, and negative ARCS Model comments from the 

consumers. Among the 80 videos reviewed, there were 1,537 ARCS Model comments with an 

average (mean) of 19.21 (SD=26.44) per video (N=80). The data revealed most comments were 

in the Relevance and Satisfaction categories. Of the 1,537 ARCS Model comments, Relevance 

had a total of 522 comments with an average (mean) of 6.90 (SD=10.46) per video, and 

Satisfaction had a total of 977 comments with an average (mean) of 12.21 (SD=17.71) per video. 

The median for Relevance was three and the mode was six. The median for Satisfaction was six, 

and the mode was four. The interpretation of this data demonstrated that consumers connected 

with the videos. The consumers felt the videos had a purpose, and they were content watching 

them.  

What can be understood is that most videos do not have that many comments, while 

others have lots of comments. Of the 1,537 ARCS Model comments, Attention and Confidence 

received four comments each, creating a wide range for Relevance with 552 comments and 
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Satisfaction with 977 comments. We can infer that these videos did not capture the consumers’ 

attention. Still, perhaps they searched for keywords, watched their desired videos, and found the 

material was appropriate to meet their satisfaction. Table 11 displays the descriptive statistics in 

the positive, neutral, and negative categories for Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and 

Satisfaction.    

Of the 1,537 ARCS Model total comments, 1,476 (96%) were positive, with an average 

(mean) of 18.45 (SD=25.73) per video. The total ARCS Model neutral comments were 42 

(.02%), with an average (mean) of 0.53 (SD=0.99). The total ARCS Model negative comments 

were 19 (.01%), with an average (mean) of .24 (SD=0.78).  

Of the 977 total comments in the Satisfaction category, 938 (96%) were positive 

comments with an average (mean) of 11.73 (SD=17.22) per video. Since most Satisfaction 

comments were positive, comments such as, “that was very professional and very helpful,” or 

“So well done, so clear, direct, and just the right amount of energy,” demonstrated the 

consumers’ desire to engage positively with the content creator. The comments translate as the 

consumers felt satisfied using natural consequences, unexpected rewards, favorable outcomes, 

negative influences, and scheduling (Keller, 1987). The total Satisfaction neutral comments were 

23 (0.02%), with an average (mean) of 0.29 (SD=0.75). The total Satisfaction negative comments 

were 16 (0.01%) with an average (mean) of 0.20 (SD=0.72). The median and mode were aligned 

with the mean and displayed similar results. The higher numbers were in the positive comments 

(median = 5.50 and the mode = 5), while they were very low for both the neutral and negative 

categories (median = .00 and the mode = 0).  

Of the total ARCS Model comments, Relevance had 552 comments and was the second 

highest category with an average (mean) of 6.90 (SD=10.46) comments per video. For positive 
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comments related to Relevance, 533, the average (mean) was 6.66 (SD=10.22). With only 18 

neutral comments and one negative comment, the data deciphered the consumers' self-selected 

and wrote positive feedback explaining how these videos could be useful. Comments such as 

“super informative and all useful information” were classified in this category. Other comments, 

such as, “I watched this video for my intro video, which I had to make for my organization, and 

it helped me a lot as it gave me the idea on how to do it,” showcased present worth and future 

usefulness. The consumers could use examples from the videos for presentations, interviews, and 

basic online etiquette. The videos were pertinent to experience, present worth, future usefulness, 

need matching, modeling, and choice (Keller, 1987). In the neutral comments related to 

Relevance, the average (mean) was 0.23 (SD=0.64). The negative Relevance comments average 

(mean) was 0.01 (SD=0.11). This data displayed that the consumer’s comments on Relevance 

were overwhelmingly positive. 

Attention and Confidence had four comments each out of 1,537, with an average (mean) 

of 0.05 (SD=0.35) per video. Of the total overall 1,537 comments, there was only one (0.00%) 

positive comment related to Attention, and the average (mean) was 0.01 (SD=0.11). One 

example of a comment classified as Attention captured the consumer’s interest using a real-

world scenario. “You’re proof that you can provide instructions without talking on and on and on 

and on and on….” This comment fit the positive Attention category best since the consumer was 

tired of watching videos that were irrelevant to the subject matter or the length was too long. 

Even though one can argue that this comment can be classified as Satisfaction, there was nothing 

in the text such as, “your content is fantastic and very well done,” that inferred praise or rewards 

to be classified in the Satisfaction category. In the neutral comments related to Attention, the 
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average (mean) was 0.01 (SD=0.11). The negative Attention comments average (mean) was 0.03 

(SD=0.16).  

Of the total overall comments of 1,537, there were four (0.00%) positive comments 

related to Confidence, and the average (mean) was 0.05 (SD=0.35). Comments that indicated 

learning requirements and self-confidence were classified as Confidence. “I’m watching this 

because I want an introduction so that people don’t laugh at me because I really have low self-

confidence and low self-esteem. This video helped me a lot.” There were no neutral Confidence 

comments. 

 

Table 15. Consumer Comments by ARCS Component and Sentiment  

 
ARCS 

Component 
Sentiment # Mean SD Min  Max % 

Attention 

Positive 1 .01 .11 0 1 25 

Neutral 1 .01 .11 0 1 25 

Negative 2 .03 .15 0 1 50 

Relevance 

Positive 533 6.6 10.21 0 54 96 

Neutral 18 .23 .63 0 3 3 

Negative 1 .01 .11 0 1 1 

Confidence 

Positive 4 .05 .35 0 3 1 

Neutral 0 .00 .00 0 0 0 

Negative 0 .00 .00 0 0 0 

Satisfaction 

Positive 938 11.73 17.22 0 96 96 

Neutral 23 .29 .75 0 4 2 

Negative       16 .20 .71 0 5 1 
  N = 80 
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The most comments were in the Relevance and Satisfaction categories. Satisfaction 

comments in this category thanked the content creator for explaining the material. The comments 

classified as Relevance were statements such as “super informative and all useful information.” 

The comments in these categories represented the consumer's desire to engage with the content 

creator, explaining how relevant the material was to their PD skills and how satisfied they were 

with the overall video. 

Table 16 exhibits a sampling of the consumer’s comments for Relevance and 

Satisfaction. 
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Table 16.  Sample Consumer Comments by ARCS Component  

Type Comments 
 
Relevance 

 
§ This was super helpful. 
§ Interesting points here and a reminder to speak to your audience is 

critical. 
§ World-class tutorial. I learn a lot in 3 minutes. Now I go practice. 
§ I appreciate you breaking it down without making it too difficult 

to remember or do! 
§ Very simple but powerful info. Thanks for sharing. 
§ I just tried recording my voice for the very first time ever and I 

couldn’t believe how difficult it was to sound good. I’m glad I 
found your channel! 

§ I have a very monotone voice which can come across as boring. 
Hopefully, your videos can help me :) 

§ I really hope this helps me one day to get employment. 
§ I just need one interview. 
§ Helps a lot, thanks for sharing. 
§ Your content is true. 

 
 
Satisfaction 

 
§ Nice job. Excellent tutorial. 
§ Would really love to see more of these! Love it. 
§ This is definitely going into my workflow for interviews. Thank 

you for this. 
§ Amazing!! Straight to the point and precisely I need. 
§ Your content is amazing and very well done. 
§ Short, sweet, and concise, great job! 
§ Wow! Super awesome video, amazing tips, and awesome 

production.  
§ Thank you. This was helpful. 
§ Love all your tutorials, thank you for making them! 
§ Very well explained. I’ve seen a lot of this type of video but your 

tips are completely different & 100% applicable. 
§ I love your videos! 
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Research Question 4: Consumers’ Comments IDQ Framework 
 

In response to the fourth research question, which asked, how many consumers’ 

comments are related to the physical, cognitive, and affective design components of the IDQ 

framework, the researcher used quantitative descriptive statistical analysis. This involved 

counting the number and percentage of positive, neutral, negative, and total comments in the 

IDQ framework: physical design, cognitive design, and affective design. 

 

Quantitative Results for RQ4 

Table 17 summarizes the total number of IDQ comments in percentages within each 

category. Appendix G displays the breakdowns of the positive, neutral, and negative comments 

for the physical, cognitive, and affective design. The total number of comments was counted, 

viewed, and placed in either the positive, neutral, or negative categories within the IDQ 

framework of physical design, cognitive design, and affective design. 

Among the 80 videos reviewed, there were 1,678 IDQ comments with an average (mean) 

of 20.98 (SD=38.69) per video. The affective design had the most comments, with 1,670 (99%) 

per video. The average (mean) number of affective design comments per video was 20.88 

(SD=38.71). The median was seven, and the mode was zero. The three subcategories or 

subscales in affective design are confidence, self-efficacy, and engagement (Morain & Swarts, 

2012). Consumers wanted to participate in commenting about the video because the content 

creator inspired confidence by presenting themself as knowledgeable and skilled, or the video 

persuaded them that they could complete the tasks that were the focus of instruction, or they 

were interested and motivated to want to engage. 
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The cognitive design had the second largest number of comments, but there was only a 

total of five. The average (mean) number of cognitive design comments per video was 0.06 

(SD=.56). The median and the mode for the cognitive design were zero. The physical design had 

the least number of comments per video, with three. The average (mean) number of physical 

design comments per video was 0.04 (SD=.34). The median and the mode for the physical design 

were zero.  

 

Table 17. Consumer Comments by IDQ Design Component and Sentiment  

   Physical 
Design 

    Cognitive 
Design 

   Affective 
Design 

TOTAL 

 n % n % n % n % 
Positive 3 1 5 1 1,277 77 1,285 77 
Neutral 0 0 0 0 306 18 306 18 
Negative 0 0 0 0 87 5 87 5  

 

 

Of the 1,678 IDQ framework total comments, 1,285 (76.5%) were positive, with a mean 

of 16.06 (SD=32.32) per video. The total IDQ framework neutral comments were 306 (18%), 

with a mean of 3.83 (SD=11.32) per video. The total IDQ framework negative comments were 

87 (0.05%), with a mean of 1.09 (SD=4.36) per video.  

Table 18 displays the descriptive statistics in the positive, neutral, and negative categories 

for the physical design, cognitive design, and the affective design in the IDQ framework.     

For positive comments in the physical design, the average (mean) was 0.04 (SD=0.34) 

per video. For the positive comments in the cognitive design, the average (mean) was 0.06 

(SD=0.56) per video. For the positive comments in the affective design, the average (mean) was 

15.96 (SD=32.33) per video. The median and mode for the positive comments in the physical 
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design was zero. The median and mode for the positive comments in the cognitive design was 

zero. The median positive comments for the affective design were 5.00 and the mode was zero. 

This indicated that the videos positively influenced most consumers, and they wanted to express 

their feelings and emotions by taking the time to write comments.   

 

Table 18. Consumer Comments by IDQ Design Element and Sentiment  

IDQ 
Design  
Element 

Sentiment 
 

 # Mean SD Min Max % 

Physical 
Design 

 Positive 3 .04 .33 0 3 1 

 Neutral 0 .00 .00 0 0 0 

 Negative 0 .00 .000 0 0 0 

Cognitive 
Design 

 Positive 5 .06 .55 0 5 1 

 Neutral 0 .00 .00 0 0 0 

 Negative 0 .00 .00 0 0 0 

Affective 
Design 

 Positive 1277 15.96 32.32 0 205 76 

 Neutral 306 3.83 11.31 0 86 18 

Negative 87 1.09 4.35 0 26 0.5 
     N = 80 
 

 

Table 19 displays a snapshot of some of the affective design comments since this 

category had the most consumer engagement. The three categories within the affective design 

focused on the narrator’s confidence and knowledge, self-efficacy for the viewers to complete 

the tasks that are the focus of instruction, and if the video is designed to interest and motivate the 

users. Many of the comments that asked the presenter questions expressed interest and wanted to 
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engage. Their comments were classified as engagement and placed in the affective design 

category. An example was, “Your voice has charisma,” which was a prominent feature related to 

confidence because of the tone and quality of the voice-over. Not all the comments focused on 

confidence and self-efficacy, but on engagement. The consumers remarked on the appearance of 

the content creator or asked questions that were not related to the video content. An example of 

engagement not related to creating and fulfilling expectations or having an organizational 

superstructure was, “You are so smart and beautiful,” and “Are you a book writer? I mean, have 

you gathered this info from any book you wanna prefer your viewers?” 
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Table 19. Sample Consumer Comments on Affective Design of Videos 

Affective Design Comments 
 

§ May I know what apps did you use to edit this? 
§ I love that you’re passionate about what you do. Good to see a professional. 
§ Nice energy, it’s energetic and feels genuine. 
§ I need to be able to type at the same time as I’m making eye contact with the 

person. Do you have any tips or tricks for being able to see my typing in the same 
general area without twisting or needing to look at a second monitor off to the 
side? 

§ How do I create a profile on Linkedin professional for HR? 
§ I am always using FaceTime when I talk with family and friends and my 

interview felt the same. 
§ I agree with you, I don’t like video interviews! 

Imagine, this woman can be Miss Universe. 
§ Job interviewer: It says on your resume that you went to Harvard University. Me: 

Yeah. I was visiting my friend. 
§ Apart from the interview…I’m falling in…You are so cute (heart emoji). 
§ Who are you? Why are you so wise in the name of science? 
§ Is it me or did you just really wink at the end. 
§ You are so smart and beautiful. 
§ You have a kingdom voice. Do you know? 
§ Good in grammar and da way u talk like friendly smart. 
§ Can you please share what lip color you’re wearing? It’s looking perfect. 
§ Why do you speak so fast? 
§ Had a blast watching this. 
§ Are you a book writer? I mean have you gathered this info from any book you 

wanna prefer your viewers? 
§ Your voice has charisma! 
§ Hello friend, good night. 

 
 

 

 
Research Question 5: Relationship Between IDQ to Ratings and Comments 
 

In response to the fifth research question, which asked, what was the relationship 

between the characteristics defined by the IDQ in microlearning videos to consumers’ ratings 
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and comments, the researcher used Pearson’s r to determine if there was a relationship. The total 

IDQ rating was correlated with the thumb ratio and the positive comments for Attention, 

Relevance, Confidence, Satisfaction, physical design, cognitive design, and affective design in 

the IDQ framework to determine if any relationships between the characteristics defined by the 

IDQ in microlearning videos and viewer ratings and comments. Pearson’s r was used to measure 

a linear correlation and the strength and direction of the relationship between the two variables. 

Table 20 displays the ratios for the variables. Ratios were used to create a reasonable 

working scale from zero to 100 since the data were uneven and top-heavy with higher score 

results. The ratios concentrated only on the positive thumbs up, the ARCS Model, and IDQ 

comments since an overwhelming ratings and comments were positive. Ratios were used for 

thumbs up and thumbs down ratings, Attention, Relevance, Confidence, Satisfaction, physical 

design, cognitive design, and affective design. For example, the numeric expression used to 

compute the thumbs ratio was (Thumbs Up/(ThumbsUp+ThumbsDown))* 100. The numeric 

expression used for Attention was (Total Positive A/Total ARCS Comments)*100, Relevance 

was (Total Positive R/Total ARCS Comments)*100, Confidence was (Total Positive C/Total 

ARCS Comments)*100, and Satisfaction was (Total Positive S/Total ARCS Comments)*100. 

The IDQ numeric expression for physical design was (Total Positive Physical Design/Total IDQ 

Comments)*100, the cognitive design was (Total Positive Cognitive Design/Total IDQ 

Comments)*100, and for affective design was (Total Affective Design/Total IDQ 

Comments)*100.  
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Table 20. Thumbs, ARCS, and IDQ Ratios 

Variable Ratio Numeric Expression 

Thumbs  
Attention 
Relevance 
Confidence 
Satisfaction 
Physical Design 
Cognitive Design 
Affective Design 

(Thumbs Up / (Thumbs Up + Thumbs Down)) *100 
(Total Positive A / Total ARCS Comments) *100 
(Total Positive R / Total ARCS Comments )*100 
(Total Positive C / Total ARCS Comments) *100 
(Total Positive S / Total ARCS Comments) *100 
(Total Positive Physical Design / Total IDQ Comments) *100 
(Total Positive Cognitive Design / Total IDQ Comments) *100 
(Total Positive Affective Design / Total IDQ Comments) *100 

 

 
Quantitative Results for RQ5 
 

 The first correlation was between the IDQ in microlearning videos and the thumbs ratio. 

The results concluded there was a correlation or relationship between the total combined IDQ 

score of the physical, cognitive, and affective designs (RQ1) and the thumbs ratings (RQ2) as p = 

0.064 > 0.05. Pearson's Correlation displayed the strength as weak and the direction as positive. 

In a weak positive correlation, when one variable increases, the other variable tends to increase 

as well, but in a weak or unreliable manner. The r value for the thumb’s ratio was .208 

displaying a weak positive strength. As the data demonstrated and could be understood, when the 

IDQ ratings increased with higher scores, the thumbs up increased, but the strength was weak. 

The data can be interpreted as insufficient evidence in the population to suggest a correlation 

because the consumers clicked more thumbs up. By doing this, the thumbs up were 

disproportionately weighted in favor of one side. The lowest ratio was 72.41%, demonstrating 

that consumers clicked the thumbs up. Figure 12 displays the scatterplot for the combined IDQ 

ratings to the total thumb’s ratio signifying the weak positive strength. 
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Figure 12.  Correlation Between IDQ Ratings to Thumbs Ratio 

 

 

 

Table 21 displays the descriptive statistics in ratios for the positive comments for 

Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction in the ARCS Model. 

 

 Table 21. Positive ARCS Model Ratios  

 
Mean SD Min Max Percentage 

Attention Positive 92.00 19.82 .00 2.33 25 

Relevance Positive 34.10 26.09 .00 100 96 

Confidence Positive 00.09 00.62 .00 4.84 1 

Satisfaction Positive 58.06 27.31 .00 100 96 

N = 80 
 

Table 22 compares the combined IDQ ratings to the positive ARCS Model comments.  

For the relationship between the characteristics defined by the IDQ (RQ1) and the ARCS Model 

comments (RQ3), there was a relationship between the combined IDQ framework scores and 
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Attention with p = .336>.05. The r value for Attention was .109 and fell in the 0 and .3 in 

Pearson’s r, showing a weak strength with a positive direction. The two variables moved in the 

same direction displaying a positive correlation and can be interpreted as when the combined 

IDQ ratings increased with higher scores; the Attention comments were more positive, but with 

weak strength. Four comments relating to Attention, could signify that there was not enough 

information to quantify the accuracy of this data. With a low number of comments, the data 

could also be interpreted as more Attention comments are needed for a better understanding of 

the correlation between the combined IDQ Framework scores and the Attention comments.  

 For the relationship between the characteristics defined by the IDQ (RQ1) and the ARCS 

Model comments (RQ3), the data revealed a statistically significant difference for Relevance 

with p = .039<.05. There was a relationship between the IDQ score to the Relevance comments. 

The figures suggested that when IDQ scores rated high, the positive Relevance comments also 

rated high. Relevance uses language, analogies, or stories that can link to the consumers’ 

previous experience, perceived present worth or future usefulness, models of success, or provide 

choices (Keller, 1987). Since the majority commented positively, the consumers either 

understood the goal orientation, learning goals that matched their motives, or the content had 

some familiarity that could relate to their personal experience. Pearson’s r was .231 with a weak 

strength and positive direction. The two variables would move in the same direction displaying a 

positive correlation. When the IDQ ratings scored high, the Relevant comments were more 

positive. 

 For the relationship between the characteristics defined by the IDQ (RQ1) and the ARCS 

Model comments (RQ3), there was a weak negative correlation for Confidence with p = 

.785>.05. The r value for Confidence was -.031 showing a weak negative strength. In a weak 
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negative correlation, when one variable increases, the other variable tends to decrease, but in a 

weak or unreliable manner as the variables tend to move in opposite directions. 

 For the relationship between the characteristics defined by the IDQ (RQ1) and the ARCS 

Model comments (RQ3), there was a relationship for Satisfaction with p = .448>.05. The r value 

for Satisfaction was -.086 displaying a weak positive strength. 

Attention and Satisfaction both showed a Pearson’s r with weak strengths and a positive 

direction signifying the variables moved in opposite directions. This can be interpreted as when 

the Attention and Satisfaction comments decreased, the IDQ ratings increased with higher 

scores. There were only four total comments for Confidence, and like the total Attention 

comments, the data indicated that there was not enough information to quantify the accuracy of 

this data. The low number of comments could also be interpreted as more comments are needed 

to better understand the correlation between the IDQ Framework scores and the Attention and 

Confidence comments. 

 

Table 22. Correlation of IDQ Ratings and ARCS Model Comments 

Variable Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed) 

Attention Ratio                   .109 .336 

Relevance Ratio                   .231* .039 

Confidence Ratio                  -.031 .785 

Satisfaction Ratio                  -.086 .448 

p<.05, *Correlation is significant at the .231 level (2-tailed). N=80 
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Figure 13 displays the scatterplot for the combined IDQ ratings to the positive comments 

for Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction in the ARCS Model.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 13.  Correlation Between IDQ Ratings to Positive Attention, Positive Relevance, 
Positive Confidence, and Positive Satisfaction Comments 
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Table 23 displays the descriptive statistics in ratios for the positive comments for the 

physical design, cognitive design, and affective design in the IDQ framework. 

 

 Table 23. Positive IDQ Framework Ratios  

 
Mean SD Min Max Percentage 

Physical Design Positive 0.20 1.86 .00 16.67 1 

Cognitive Design Positive 0.34 3.10 .00 27.78 1 

Affective Design Positive 69.72 38.83 .00 100.00 76 
N = 80 
 

 

Table 24 compares the combined IDQ ratings to the positive ratio comments for the 

physical, cognitive, and affective designs. Pearson’s r associations are the same here as described 

in the thumb’s ratios and the positive ARCS comments. 

For the relationship between the characteristics defined by the IDQ (RQ1) and the 

positive IDQ comments (RQ4), the data summarized there was a relationship in the physical 

design p = .336>.05, cognitive design p = .336>.05, and affective design p = .311>.05. Pearson’s 

r was .109 for the physical and cognitive designs and .115 for the affective design. All three 

designs were correlated as weak in strength with a positive direction. The physical and cognitive 

designs had five or fewer comments each, which could be interpreted as insufficient data to show 

any significance. The affective design had a lot of positive comments, but there was insufficient 

statistical evidence that the correlation between the two variables was significant.  
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Table 24. Correlation of IDQ Ratings to the Positive Ratio Comments for the Physical, 
Cognitive, and Affective Designs 
 
Variable Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed) 

 
 
Physical Design  
 

 
.109 

 
.336 

Cognitive Design  
 

.109 .336 

Affective Design  
 

.115 .311 

 
 

Figure 14 displays the scatterplot for the combined IDQ ratings to the positive comments 

for physical, cognitive, and affective design in the IDQ framework.  
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Figure 14. Correlation Between IDQ Ratings to IDQ Framework Positive Comments 
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Summary 
 

Quantitative findings concluded that out of the 80 videos, there were an overwhelming 

number of thumbs up ratings compared to thumbs down ratings. Of the 120,524 ratings, 113,904 

(94.5%) were positive.  

The ARCS Model comments totaled 1,537 comments in the four categories. Satisfaction 

had the highest with 977, with an average (mean) of 12.21 (SD=17.72), and Relevance had the 

second most with 552, with an average (mean) of 6.90 (SD=10.46). Both Attention and 

Confidence had a total of four comments each. The average (mean) for both the Attention and 

Confidence comments was 0.05 (SD=0.35).  

Of the total 1,476 positive comments in the ARCS Model with an average (mean) of 

18.45 (SD=25.74), Satisfaction had the highest number of positive comments, 938, with an 

average (mean) of 11.73 (SD=17.23). Relevance had the second-highest number of positive 

comments, 533, with an average (mean) of 6.66 (SD=10.22). Confidence had four positive 

comments with an average (mean) of 0.05 (SD=0.35), and Attention had one positive comment 

with an average (mean) of 0.01 (SD=0.11). 

The IDQ framework comments totaled 1,678 in the physical, cognitive, and affective 

designs. The affective design had the highest with 1,670, with an average (mean) of 20.88 

(SD=38.71), followed by the cognitive design with five comments, with an average (mean) of 

0.06 (SD=0.56). The physical design only had three comments with an average (mean) of 0.04 

(SD=0.34).  

Of the total 1,285 positive comments in the IDQ framework with an average (mean) of 

16.06 (SD=32.32), the highest number of positive comments was in the affective design with 

1,277 of an average (mean) of 15.96 (SD=32.33). The cognitive design had the second-highest 
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number of positive comments, five, with an average (mean) of 0.06 (SD=0.56). The physical 

design had three positive comments with an average (mean) of 0.04 (SD=0.34). 

Eight analyses were completed for the relationship between the characteristics defined by 

the IDQ in microlearning videos and viewer ratings and comments. Pearson’s r indicated a weak 

positive correlation with the total thumbs up ratio as p = 0.64>.05. The slope of the line of best 

fit when r is 1 or -1 would display the dots on both sides in an upward position but spread further 

away from the line. 

The first hypothesis was that if the IDQ framework (production) resulted in high scores, 

then the thumbs up/down icon (consumption) and consumers’ comments (consumption) should 

have more positive results. The null hypothesis was rejected since there was a weak positive 

correlation between the combined IDQ scores and the thumbs up to thumbs up/down with p = 

0.64.>.05. This hypothesis was tested and compared to the data indicating this phenomenon not 

to be true. 

For the ARCS Model, there was a weak positive relationship for Attention with  

p = .336>.05. The r value for Attention was .109. There was a statistically significant correlation 

in Relevance with p = .039<.05. Pearson’s r indicated that when IDQ scores rated high, the 

positive Relevance comments also rated high. The r value for Relevance was .231, which 

displayed a weak strength in a positive direction since the slope of the line of best fit is when r is 

1 or -1 would display the dots on both sides in an upward position but spread further away from 

the line. Relevance was the only element that revealed a statistically significant correlation.  

Confidence showed a weak positive correlation with p = .785>.05. The r value for 

Confidence was -.031. Satisfaction displayed a weak negative correlation with p = .448>.05. The 
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r value for Satisfaction was -.086. The slope of the line of best fit when r is 1 or -1 would display 

the dots on both sides in a downward position and spread further away from the line.  

 All three physical, cognitive, and affective designs in the IDQ framework had a weak 

positive correlation. The physical design p = .336>.05, cognitive design p = .336>.05, and 

affective design p = .311>.05. Pearson’s r was .109 for the physical and cognitive designs and 

.115 for the affective design. The slope of the line of best fit when r is 1 or -1 would display the 

dots on both sides in an upward position but spread further away from the line.  

For the alternative hypothesis, as the IDQ score increased, consumers’ comments would 

rate more positively than negatively. The null hypothesis was rejected for Attention p = 

.336>.05, Confidence p = .785>.05, Satisfaction p = .448>.05 in the ARCS Model. The null 

hypothesis was rejected in the physical design p = .336>.05, cognitive design p = .336>.05, and 

affective design p = .311>.05 in the IDQ framework. There was a correlation between the 

combined IDQ scores and Relevance in the ARCS Model with p = .039<.05. The alternative 

hypothesis did occur as the IDQ framework (production) resulted in high scores and the 

consumers’ rated their comments positively for Relevance in the ARCS Model. This hypothesis 

was tested and compared to the data that indicated this phenomenon to be true.  

Of the 18 typologies (Hansch, et al., 2015), 56 (70%) were talking head videos. Several 

videos used a combination of video production styles, such as talking head with text overlay.  

A more thorough discussion of the implications will be discussed in chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION  

The purpose of this quantitative content analysis study was to examine the professional 

development microlearning videos on YouTube. This was done using the instructional design 

quality (IDQ) in video production and consumers’ ratings and comments to compare their 

response using the ARCS Model (Attention, Relevance, Confidence, Satisfaction) and IDQ 

framework (physical design, cognitive design, affective design). The goal was to determine if 

there were any relationships among these variables. 

There were five research questions that guided this study. Quantitative descriptive 

statistics were used for each research question.  

The implications were based on existing literature in chapters one, two, and three and the 

findings in chapter four. This study introduced two conceptual frameworks combining the 

videos’ production and the consumers’ reactions. The IDQ framework and the ARCS Model 

created a more in-depth analysis of the research questions. The data were correlated to find any 

relationships between the characteristics defined by the IDQ in microlearning videos to the 

consumers’ ratings and comments. This chapter concludes with implications for theory, 

implications for practice, limitations of this study, areas for further research, and concluding 

thoughts. 

 

Implications for Theory 
 

Two hypotheses were tested using the deductive approach from general to specific facts.  

Alternative Hypothesis 1: As IDQ scores increase, viewer ratings and comments related 

to the ARCS Model and IDQ will increase. 
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Alternative Hypothesis 2: As IDQ scores increase, viewer comments will be rated more 

positively than negatively.  

Table 25 displays Pearson’s r and the 2-tailed significance between the combined IDQ 

framework ratings and the positive ratio comments for the ARCS Model and IDQ.  

As stated in chapter four, the first hypothesis was that if the IDQ framework (production) 

resulted in high scores, then the thumbs up/down icon (consumption) and consumers’ comments 

(consumption) should have more positive results. The null hypothesis was rejected since there 

was a weak positive correlation between the combined IDQ scores and the thumbs up to thumbs 

up/down with p = 0.64.>.05. This hypothesis was tested and compared to the data indicating this 

phenomenon not to be true. 

 

Table 25. Sig (2-tailed) between IDQ Framework and the ARCS Model Comments and 
IDQ Comments 
 
 
Variable Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed) 

 
Attention Ratio                   .109 .336 

 
Relevance Ratio                   .231** .039 

 
Confidence Ratio                  -.031 .785 

 
Satisfaction Ratio                  -.086 

 
                     .448 

Physical Design Ratio                   .109 .336 
 

Cognitive Design Ratio                   .109 .336 
 

Affective Design Ratio                   .115 .311 
 

*p < .05, N=80 
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For the ARCS Model, there was a relationship for Attention with p = .336>.05. The r 

value for Attention was .109, which displayed a weak positive relationship. There was a 

statistically significant difference in Relevance with p = .039<.05. The r value for Relevance was 

.231, which displayed a weak strength in a positive direction. The slope of the line of best fit 

when r is 1 or -1 would display the dots on both sides in an upward position but spread further 

away from the line. 

There was a relationship for Confidence with p = .785>.05. The r value for Confidence 

was -.031, which showed a weak positive strength. There was a relationship for Satisfaction with 

p = .448>.05. The r value for Satisfaction was -.086 displaying a weak negative strength. The 

slope of the line of best fit when r is 1 or -1 would display the dots on both sides in a downward 

position and spread further away from the line.  

 All three of the physical, cognitive, and affective designs in the IDQ framework had a 

relationship. The physical design p = .336>.05, cognitive design p = .336>.05, and affective 

design p = .311>.05. Pearson’s r was .109 for the physical and cognitive designs and .115 for the 

affective design. All three designs were correlated as weak in strength with a positive direction. 

The slope of the line of best fit when r is 1 or -1 would display the dots on both sides in an 

upward position but spread further away from the line. 

 Relevance was the only element that revealed a statistically significant difference. There 

was a relationship. Pearson’s r indicated that when IDQ scores rated high, the positive Relevance 

comments also rated high.  

For the alternative hypothesis, as the IDQ score increased, consumers’ comments would 

rate more positively than negatively. The null hypothesis was rejected for Attention p = 

.336>.05, Confidence p = .785>.05, Satisfaction p = .448>.05 in the ARCS Model. The null 
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hypothesis was rejected in the physical design p = .336>.05, cognitive design p = .336>.05, and 

affective design p = .311>.05 in the IDQ framework. There was a correlation between the 

combined IDQ scores and Relevance in the ARCS Model with p = .039<.05. The alternative 

hypothesis did occur as the IDQ framework (production) resulted in high scores and the 

consumers’ rated their comments positively for Relevance in the ARCS Model. This hypothesis 

was tested and compared to the data that indicated this phenomenon to be true. Figure 15 

illustrates the data points on and near the line of best fit. 

 
 

 

Figure 15. Relevance 
 

 

Most consumer engagements used the thumbs icon instead of typing a comment. This 

self-selection process can be prompted for many reasons. However, this analysis did not address 

specific motivations for clicking the thumbs up icon but only indicated that it happened. This 

implied that most consumers would not have interacted if they were not interested or watched the 
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video to its entirety to even bother with clicking the thumbs icon. Another indicator could be 

how consumers use social media since clicking on the thumb’s icon takes less time than typing a 

comment. There was something else to note: consumers could be shy to comment on a public 

platform because of their digital footprint. Once anything is sent into cyberspace, the digital print 

is permanent, and if the consumer deletes their comment, it can still be retrievable. Consumers 

could have been concerned about their comments existing permanently on the internet. 

Table 26 displays the most frequent typologies of video production ranked in the order of 

most used. The three most popular video typologies, talking head, demonstration, and text 

overlay, can be attributed to their ease of use and low production costs. For example, a smart 

device such as a smartphone or tablet with camera and microphone features can record a talking 

head video. The smart device can also be placed on a stable surface, such as a table, and used for 

demonstrations. Several applications or apps can be downloaded on a smart device to overlay 

text on top of the video, add presentation slides, or use simple animation. These types of 

software are created for smart devices for the consumer market. The download and set-up 

process can be completed with just a few steps. The download and set-up process can be 

completed with just a few steps. The most popular typologies could be related to the low or no 

cost, social acceptance, ease of use, or pedagogical value of using a smart device. 

Of the 80 videos, 56 or 70% used the talking head typology. The data observed a 

connection between the person on-camera and the consumers. This could be attributed to visually 

seeing the presenter instead of just listening to them. Using the talking head typology could also 

demonstrate to the consumers their confidence in the subject matter and motivate them to 

complete the tasks focused on the instruction or keep their interest and motivation to watch the 

video to its entirety.  
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Throughout the analysis, the talking head typology was the most popular for UGC 

creators and consumers. The comments on the affective design of the IDQ framework and 

Satisfaction in the ARCS Model implied that consumers preferred the talking head typology. The 

consumers could visually watch and hear if the narrator inspired confidence by presenting 

themselves as knowledgeable or skilled. They could observe if the narrator has rehearsed their 

script or if there were long pauses in between or repeated actions. They would recognize if the 

narrator was nervous and spoke too fast or if the task was being demonstrated or not. The 

consumers would decide if the videos were interesting and motivational by the talking head 

typology. The talking head implies that the consumers wanted to visually see the presenter in the 

video to have the ability to make an informed decision about whether they were trustworthy.  

Trustworthiness can help foster a social partnership that can lead to deeper learning (Mayer, 

2014). The consumers wanted to bond with an online one-way social relationship with the 

talking head narrator. Their response with the thumbs icon and comments reflected their 

engagement. 
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Table 26. Most Frequent Typologies of Video Production 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consumer data were triangulated using the thumbs icon and classifying comments in the 

ARCS Model and IDQ framework to enhance validity between the categories. Since most 

thumbs were up and the comments were positive in the Relevance, Satisfaction, and affective 

design categories, this is significant because there was an interaction between the content creator 

(production) and the viewer (consumption). 

Even though the majority of comments were applicable and classified in their respective 

category such as "great tips" and "Thanks for the tip, I will have an interview next week with a 

company I have been hoping for to recruit me; wish me luck," were classified in Relevance while 

others such as "keep making the useful short videos because you are the only one having some 

best combinations on YouTube," were classified in the affective design. Regardless of if the 

comments were in the positive, neutral, or negative categories, the video stimulated or motivated 

the consumer to take the time to type a comment, and this displayed consumer engagement.  

Rank    Typology    n % 

1    Talking Head 56 70 

2    Demonstration 40 50 

3    Text Overlay 20 25 

4    Presentation Slides with Voice-Over 4 .05 

5    Animation 3 .04 

5    Interview 3 .04 

6    Actual Paper/Whiteboard 1 .01 

6    On-Location 1 .01 
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Comments such as "keep making useful short videos because you are the only one having 

some of the best combinations on YouTube" demonstrated that consumers prefer the 

microlearning style of learning in small bite-size pieces (Giurgiu, 2017; Javorcik & Polasek, 

2019; Mohammed, et al., 2018). Even though many comments were positive and preferred 

microlearning videos to longer formats, some triggered the opposite effect. Some comments did 

not like the speed of the video. One comment was from a senior citizen, “I really appreciate 

people such as yourself that do these videos to help us novices. But as a senior citizen ....it 

always seems like there’s a race to talk just as fast as possible. It becomes hard especially if you 

miss a word or phrase .....zoom your way on down road in your presentation. If you just slowed 

down a little and then made sure on your key points that people understood. It becomes having to 

play the video over and over ...to try and catch exactly what you said ....spending 20 minutes on 

something that if you just slowed down & added 5 extra minutes to the video it would be easier 

to understand. Just some positive feedback on an informative video. Thank you.” This comment 

implies that consumers that are unable to retain what they learn may find learning more 

challenging than faster consumers (Harskamp, et al., 2007). 

The data revealed that while some videos had many comments, others did not. Most of 

the comments fell in the Relevance and Satisfaction categories. Since YouTube does not share 

any identifiable information, the consumers cannot be contacted to find out their reasoning why 

they chose to self-select or not. 

Like the ARCS Model, the comments were lopsided, with the affective design having the 

most remarks from the consumers. We know that the consumers expressed their opinions and 

reactions when the content creator or narrator was present in the affective design. Still, since they 
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were anonymous internet users, so we do not know why the physical and cognitive designs were 

not self-selected. 

Consumers also commented that they enjoyed watching and learning in shorter video 

lengths. However, while most consumers wanted the microlearning more concise format, some 

did not like the speed of the UGC video. One consumer said, "I really appreciate people such as 

yourself that do these videos to help us novices. But as a senior citizen ....it always seems like 

there's a race to talk just as fast as possible. It becomes hard, especially if you miss a word or 

phrase .....zoom your way on down the road in your presentation. If you just slowed down a little 

and then made sure on your key points that people understood. It becomes having to play the 

video over and over ...to try and catch exactly what you said ....spending 20 minutes on 

something that, if you just slowed down & added 5 extra minutes to the video, it would be easier 

to understand. Just some positive feedback on an informative video. Thank you." This comment 

implied that individuals unable to retain what they learned will find learning more challenging 

than others who can acquire the information quicker (Harskamp, et al., 2007). If the narrator 

slowed down, as the consumer suggested, the timing would be paced, making it easier to follow 

the content of the video. This is one of the elements in the physical design of the IDQ 

framework. 

While not all consumer comments could improve the UGC, many vital points should be 

considered. “I gave a thumbs down because I’m frustrated in seeing videos of “How To’s…” not 

any actual sample of how to do it,” can be understood to create content or demonstrate how the 

instruction is done. This comment falls in the pertinence category in the cognitive design of 

the IDQ framework since the content needs to relate to the instructional goal and have an 

instructional purpose. The comment suggested there was a disconnect between the instructional 
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goal and purpose. If these were connected, the consumer might have found the content Relevant 

to meet Satisfaction. 

In the area of the physical design, accessibility scored high on these videos since they 

allowed consumers to focus on areas of the screen that were relevant to the instruction at hand. 

The consumers would lose focus on the instruction if the video shots were too wide which 

revealed too much background information, or were inconsistent with camera zooms, pans, or 

crops. Viewability scored high since the videos had a sufficient or good combination of audio, 

video, and text to make the content tolerably watchable. The timing or pacing in these 23 videos 

was rated high because it made it easy for consumers to follow the content. An example of the 

timing is related to the speed at which actions are shown and described by the narrator. The 

narrator’s voice, or voiceover, can become problematic if the narration is too fast or too slow.   

The first category, accuracy, in cognitive design, was defined as the content presented 

without errors of fact or execution. Accuracy examples are mistyping words on the screen, 

factual content, or the video creator attempting to complete a task but were only partially 

successful. This would negatively impact the consumer’s ability to apply what was taught. When 

content was presented in an organizing superstructure, the video displayed features such as 

introductory slides with forecasted tasks and objectives so the consumer could easily follow the 

content. The purpose of the videos was presented for the consumers to understand any step and 

its place in the larger task. Pertinence is the logical connection to the current subject, which is 

significant because it will impact the decision or outcome. In this context, pertinence was 

demonstrated as the content related to the instructional goal had an instructional purpose. 

In the area of the affective design, many of the consumers’ positive comments were that 

the narrator displayed confidence by presenting themselves as knowledgeable and skilled. The 
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narration was well scripted or rehearsed. The voiceover quality and tone showed their confidence 

in the subject matter, which helped build their credibility with the consumers. Self-efficacy was 

exhibited as the video persuaded viewers to complete the tasks that were the focus of instruction. 

This was achieved by spending time explaining, providing demos, or reassuring that a task was 

easy for the consumers to try. Narrators who created expectations and fulfilled them displayed 

engagement to keep the consumers interested and motivated. Engagement can be linked with an 

organizational superstructure since showing introductory slides with forecasted tasks and 

objectives helps the consumers to follow the video.   

In developing a well-produced IDQ microlearning video, technical communicators 

should consider the consumer’s ability to view the task or activity as important or valuable to 

enhance their confidence, engagement, and overall satisfaction. 

The thumbs rating was created for the consumers’ positive or negative reactions by 

clicking on the icon. The higher number of positive thumbs up ratings can be attributed to the 

consumers’ response of silently approving or acknowledging the video. There are many reasons 

why consumers approve videos with a thumbs up. This can be attributed to the consumers’ 

approval of the videos in different themes such as the content, the background setting, the 

duration, the presenter, or simply because they know the creator and would like to express their 

acceptance. However, the assumption was that the consumers provided honest feedback, but we 

do not know if this is correct. For example, the consumer might be friends with the content 

creator and want to support them with a thumbs up. There could be other factors why consumers 

click on the thumb’s icon, but the software does not represent a deeper analytical analysis to 

know if the feedback was honest. 
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Overall, the videos resonated with the consumers since they self-selected and wrote 

positive feedback on what they watched. With only 42 neutral and 19 negative comments, the 

data showed consumers were happy watching the videos and wanted to praise or show their 

approval by taking their time to type comments. This can only be inferred since YouTube does 

not share identifiable private information.  

One assumption for the lower number of neutral and negative comments could be that the 

consumers were not interested in providing feedback unless the videos were suitable or met their 

approval. It would appear that anything below their standards did not warrant the time to provide 

comments. 

Overall, the videos connected with the consumers, the content fit their preferences, and 

the material was relevant since they self-selected and wrote positive feedback on what they 

watched.  

Like the ARCS Model comments, what can be understood was that most videos do not 

have that many comments, while others have lots of comments. The lower numbers in the 

cognitive and physical designs could be interpreted as consumers not being bothered to comment 

on the video's production quality, the factual accuracy of the materials presented, or if the 

content met an instructional purpose. It is assumed that the consumers did not want to share their 

opinions for whatever reason, but this would be challenging to define since YouTube does not 

share identifiable private information. 

The high number of positive comments can be attributed to the presenters in the videos 

for inspiring confidence, persuading the consumers to complete a task that is the prime focus of 

the video, or creating reasonable expectations for the consumers. This data illustrated that the 
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consumers approved and acknowledged the creator’s work by taking the time to provide positive 

feedback.  

Contrary to the conventional wisdom that social media, including videos, would be a 

target for trolls, the PD genre did not encounter damage inflicted by negative comments. Popular 

subjects such as news and politics (La Gatta, Luceri, Fabbri, & Ferrara, 2018; Shevtsov, 

Oikonomidou, Antonakaki, Pratikakis, & Ioannidis, 2023), influencer marketing (Xiao, 2023), 

and mythology and folklore (Zarenti & Katsadoros, 2023) received higher trolling with cynical 

or distrustful comments. According to YouTube (2022), the top trending videos were 

entertainment and scandals involving high-profile people in show business, horror film 

techniques, pranks, sexual identity, and past and present gaming creators. Since PD topics do not 

rank in the most popular categories, it can be inferred that consumers search for what they want 

to learn. The videos are usually created by subject matter experts or someone who shares their 

expertise, experience, tips, and tricks. Most comments expressed the consumers’ appreciation of 

the presenter for their expertise in the PD topic.  

The study used two conceptual frameworks and found that the IDQ framework helped 

predict the higher scores with the consumer's higher engagement through the thumb’s icon and 

comments. This matched the previous studies that students performed better when multimedia 

was used (Cairncross & Mannion, 2001; Harskamp, et al., 2007) and using microlearning videos 

to gain knowledge and information in small bites (Brame, 2015; Giurgiu, 2017; Javorcik & 

Polasek, 2019; Mohammed, et al., 2018) and that the consumer outcome depends on the content 

and personality of the narrator (Evans, 2014). The ARCS Model was the second framework and 

was helpful in the Relevance and Satisfaction categories in predicting the higher IDQ framework 

scores had more engagement with the thumb’s icon and comments. This study’s findings 
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matched previous literature that thumbs up, or other compliments and recognitions were used for 

instant feedback (Jha, Sareen, Potnuru, 2018). 

Using the combined conceptual frameworks, interpretation and the researcher’s judgment 

had to be used for continual adjustments learned from the pilot study and study. For example, a 

third category helped classify the comments from positive and negative to positive, neutral, and 

negative. The neutral category was added since not all comments were positive or negative. The 

Likert scale was increased from 1-3 to 1-5 to develop richer data analysis. Pearson’s r was used 

instead of Chi-square for RQ5 since it focused on the direction differences and whether the 

relationship was linear or not.  

 

Implications for Practice 
 

The findings of this study have practical implications for the technical communicators 

interested in creating UGC for their consumers. As we passed the third anniversary year of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, when users making UGC had more time to design videos from the 

convenience of their homes, talking head was the consumers' favorite type of video. The IDQ 

framework illustrated if the physical, cognitive, and affective designs received high scores in the 

11-15 category as a good video and the content was relevant, engaging, and satisfying to the 

consumer. An effective communication tool to build credibility was the talking head typology 

and being a subject matter expert on the content. The consumers rated most of the talking head 

videos positively. The comments, mostly in Relevance and Satisfaction from the ARCS Model 

and the affective design in the IDQ, reflected this.   

There was a significant correlation between the IDQ framework score and Relevance in 

the ARCS Model. This stated that consumers were interested in videos they could relate and 
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resonate with, complete instruction tasks, and engage in higher-level thinking and deeper 

learning. It is assumed that the consumers searched for YouTube videos that resonated with 

them. However, the attributes of Relevance are experienced, present worth, future usefulness, 

need matching, modeling, and choice (Keller, 1987). This can come from the content, which is 

more relevant to the consumer’s experience and needs than how something is taught. Comments 

such as “I’m already a fan of your easy yet effective tips on introduction. I believe that they are 

precise and can be easily followed by even those who hesitate to talk in public settings. I’m sure 

this video will help me a lot,” related directly to Relevance regarding the consumer’s experience 

instead of how something was taught.  While comments such as “Thank you for the tips! This 

video is very helpful for me personally,” related to Relevance as to how the subject matter was 

taught. 

Other than Relevance, the highest number of additional comments were in the 

Satisfaction category of the ARCS Model and the affective design from the IDQ. Satisfaction is 

the consumer’s sense of achievement and acknowledges intrinsic motivation for learning, such as 

rewards or badges (Keller, 1987). 

The study found that comments in the affective design displayed significant engagement 

from the consumers because the narrator actively involved the consumer in the learning process 

and promoted internal reflection (Cairncross & Mannion, 2001). 

Based on the findings of this study, technical communicators should strongly consider 

using the talking head technique since it is the simplest and most cost-effective video format 

with a single person talking into the camera. The consumer’s comments on the affective design 

of the IDQ framework stipulated how strongly this typology resonated with them. Regardless of 

whether the comments were positive, neutral, or negative, there were numerous comments about 
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the narrator’s appearance. By using the talking head typology, the consumers visually had a 

deeper connection to the narrator and were able to create their own informed decision. This study 

indicated that most comments were from the affective design of the IDQ framework, which was 

directly related to the talking head typology.  

As a result of these findings, videos need to be impactful to the consumer, not just in 

getting their attention or building confidence, but in having relevance and consumer satisfaction. 

The narrators must inspire confidence, have self-efficacy, and engage the consumers more than 

accessibility, viewability, timing, accuracy, completeness, and pertinence. Pedagogic strategies, 

learning situations, and what constitutes effectiveness in videos for teaching and learning need to 

be considered for online learning (Thomson, et al., 2014). With this research, technical 

communicators, such as UGC creators, should consider how their videos can become relevant, 

provide satisfaction, and engage consumers. Studies have indicated that 50% of all online adults 

watched educational videos (Pew Research, 2019), and there are no signs of this percentage 

decreasing.  

YouTube’s search engine optimization (SEO) will optimize the video title, description, 

and thumbnails for users to find the videos that best match the keywords in the search bar. The 

UGC will need to consider keywords that would match the video easily for the user. It is a best 

practice for the UGC creators to find keywords that would effectively match the video title, 

description, and thumbnails for the user to be able to find the specific videos using YouTube’s 

search feature.  

While every element in the instructional design framework is essential, the researcher 

recommends that technical communicators find the right balance for the microlearning video’s 

length, use the talking head video typology, and engage with their consumers for the best results. 
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Limitations of the Study 
 
 There were several limitations to this study. YouTube has over 1-billion videos, and it is 

easy to hit saturation using a keyword search on any subject matter. The UGC creators need to 

use targeted keywords and ensure that the YouTube search engine optimization (SEO) is 

optimized with a video title, description, and thumbnails. YouTube uses these elements for 

searchable videos; however, if the UGC creator did not have a good description, YouTube's SEO 

would not pick up the description and match the keywords of the person searching for the 

content (Varagouli, 2021). SEO keywords focus on providing the user with the best experience 

possible, and if this step is missed, the result is that the video shows up or ranks low on YouTube 

search results, so the user may not find it. No matter how well the video has been produced, with 

over 2.1 billion users worldwide resulting in more than one billion of videos watched daily 

(Ceci, 2022), it is challenging for the users to find potentially valuable data and information. The 

optimized SEO will have a better chance of staying on top due to the algorithms in the keywords. 

         Since the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been an increase in online videos. As of 

February 2020, 30,000 hours of newly uploaded content per hour and more than 500 hours of 

video have been uploaded. In April 2022, there were 247 million YouTube viewers in the United 

States with over 10.5 million downloads on iPhones and approximately 960,000 on Android 

devices (Ceci, 2022). YouTube videos only indicate a snapshot of the time in the fall 2021 when 

the research was conducted.  

YouTube videos were exclusively used for this study and did not include any other video 

sources or other sites with UGC. The 80 videos do not reflect the entire population but only a 

sample. There are alternative video platforms such as Vimeo, Utreon, DTube, IGTV - Instagram 

TV, PeerTube, and TED. 
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This study used 80 videos, but a larger sample size would enhance this study. The study 

strived to use a sample size range between 80 to 132. However, many videos were eliminated in 

the second viewing primarily because the presenter added their comments to the consumers’ 

feedback. A different approach could view each video in its entirety for qualification, but this 

was beyond the scope of the study.  

The research software does not represent a deep analytical analysis to understand 

consumers' thoughts when using the thumbs icon and typing comments. What we do know is that 

the consumers are engaged to spend their time providing the narrator feedback. However, we do 

not understand why. Using a phenomenology approach to focus on the consumers’ experiences, 

why they interpret the video with a thumbs up/down icon, and the need to leave or not leave a 

comment would gain a deeper understanding of their motives after watching the microlearning 

video. A mixed-methods study using quantitative statistical analysis together with qualitative 

approaches using focus groups, interviews, and observations could enrich this study where these 

tools fall short. 

There were more thumbs up and positive comments in the 80 videos than thumbs down 

and neutral or negative comments. There are many reasons why consumers click the thumbs up 

icon, such as the content resonated well with them, the voice-over and overall production met 

their expectations, the background was not distracting, and the presenter was attractive or had a 

great voice. We can only assume that the consumers provided honest feedback, but we cannot 

verify this information or understand the nature of their satisfaction. Trustworthiness and 

reliability are essential factors since consumers may not be telling the truth for various reasons 

(Cypress, 2017). There were more reactions from the thumbs than comments, which could be 

attributed to several factors, such as it takes less time to click on the thumbs icon, or consumers 
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may have clicked out of the video earlier and could not be bothered to spend time to write a 

comment. Since YouTube does not share identifiable private information, we know consumers 

were motivated to self-select and show their support. 

There is a possibility that the researcher started with incorrect premises since the 

deductive approach develops generalization and contributes to theory. An example is a start or 

first false statement: all animals that lay eggs are birds; snakes lay eggs; therefore, snakes are 

birds (Dictionary.com, 2021). Snakes are carnivorous vertebrates, not birds, and as a result, the 

general premise of this hypothesis is inaccurate.  

The researcher is a human factor that can change the research outcome by making 

mistakes such as transposing numbers and conscious or unconscious bias that could influence the 

study results. 

 

Future Research 
 

Using two or more video typologies displayed higher IDQ scores, and consumers 

engaged with a thumbs up/down rating and comments. The 18 video production styles (Hansch, 

et al., 2015) suggest that an updated version that combines multiple formats could be used. Since 

over 70% of the videos were either talking heads or a combination of talking head and another 

typology, more research in this field could help establish what most resonates with the consumer. 

One suggestion is to take this study's eight commonly used typologies (talking head, 

demonstration, text overlay, presentation slides with voice-over, animation, interview, actual 

paper/whiteboard, and on-location) and examine why the other ten were non-existent for PD 

microlearning videos. They were classroom lecture, conversation, green screen, Khan’s table 
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capture as chalk and talk, Udacity’s table capture as chalk and talk, live video, picture-in-picture, 

recorded seminar, screencast, and webcam capture. 

The three typologies used a combination of two (talking head and demonstration, talking 

head with text overlay, and demonstration with text overlay) to learn how consumers react to 

singular or multiple production typologies. Since three videos used three typologies (talking 

head, text overlay, demonstration, and talking head, text overlay, and on-location), another 

suggestion is to analyze further if consumers react to a combination of two or three typologies in 

a single microlearning video before the consumer has reached cognitive overload.  

Understanding the metadata to optimize the UGC video by the correct keywords for 

search engines could help in indexing the and keep it searchable. Keywords are essential since 

YouTube uses this method for consumers to search for videos. Since YouTube is not the only 

video platform, trying two or three different platforms for comparisons using PD microlearning 

videos could provide interesting results. 

         With most comments on Relevance and Satisfaction in the ARCS Model and affective 

design in the IDQ framework, further research would need to be conducted to understand why 

the consumers’ responses were higher in these categories. A framework such as the Social 

Cognitive Theory could examine the consumers’ experiences and actions influenced by their 

environment and why they clicked on the thumbs icon and wrote comments.  

The Successive Approximation Model (SAM) could examine the strengths and 

weaknesses of the IDQ framework using a rapid design and development model approach for the 

videos. The Learning Circle Framework could help the UGC creator by using three main phases 

with testing these phases. Further research would need to be undertaken to learn more about 

combining two conceptual instructional design frameworks for future studies. 
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Conclusion and Summary 
 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we have learned that people creating and watching 

UGC videos grew (Fatemi, 2021). As we globally return to a new normal, more than ever, we 

need to create UGC that empowers consumers to engage with relatable content that will level up 

their skills and find satisfaction while watching a video to completion. This study did not use 

content analysis to quantify and analyze the videos' meanings and relationships, words, themes, 

or concepts. Still, it used the combined conceptual frameworks for the Likert scale to score the 

videos from one to five. Scoring was used to count the number of thumbs up and down, the total 

number of thumbs, and the number of positive, neutral, and negative comments in the ARCS 

Model and the IDQ framework. The consumers liked or disliked the video and displayed their 

feelings with thumbs reactions and positive, neutral, or negative comments. 

This research indicated: 

• The inclusion criteria eliminated many of the videos from the study. This could 

be interpreted that the videos excluded from the study that were longer than four 

minutes in length, spoken and written in another language other than English, 

older than three years, had less than five comments on the PD topic, or advertised 

a product or service left 80 videos that consumers favored more with their 

positive reactions and interactions using thumbs up and comments.  

• The microlearning video technique of informal learning divided into smaller 

chunks of information on a single topic (Hug, 2017) can keep consumers 

engaged.  
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• The talking head video production typology (Hansch, et al., 2015) received the 

highest consumer ratings and can be attributed to the affective design in the IDQ 

framework.  

• Consumers preferred the content creator to be seen in the video.  

• Found the videos with a higher production value, such as animation and green 

screen, were preferred to a talking head video was counterintuitive.  

• The talking head typology displayed credibility when the consumers could see 

whom they interacted with.  

• The consumers could see and hear if the presenter showed confidence as a 

subject matter expert, used self-efficacy to persuade them to complete the tasks 

that were the focus of instruction, and kept their interest and engagement.  

• The talking head typology ranked high with consumers using a combination of 

text overlay, demonstration, or on-location.  

• The PD topic must evoke or resonate with words, images, emotions, or memories 

for the content to be relevant to the consumers. This was expressed by the 

consumer’s thumbs up and positive comments.  

• By combining two frameworks, the ARCS Model, the consumer response, and 

the IDQ framework, video production quality, a new form emerged for assessing 

instructional design content in PD videos. These two frameworks revealed not 

just the production quality of the UGC or the consumers’ responses but blended 

them to show a fuller understanding between production and consumption.  
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This study signified that if the PD topic resonated well with the consumers, the talking 

head video typology was used, the presenter displayed themselves as a subject matter expert, and 

the microlearning video had the correct balance from the physical, cognitive, and affective 

designs of the IDQ framework, satisfaction could be reached. With over 1-billion videos online 

on multiple platforms accessible 24/7 globally, technical communicators and UGC users can use 

this study as a guide in creating their PD microlearning videos or any subject matter for all 

consumers.  
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Appendix A. Video Typology 
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Appendix B. Video Descriptive Statistics 1 - 40 
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Appendix B. Video Descriptive Statistics 41 - 80 
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Appendix C. IDQ Coding Matrix (Morain & Swarts, 2012) 
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Appendix D. Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down, Total Thumbs, and Ratios 
1-40 
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Appendix D. Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down, Total Thumbs, and Ratios 
41-80 
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Appendix E. ARCS Positive, Neutral, and Negative Comments  
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Appendix F. IDQ Positive, Neutral, and Negative Comments  
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